The Spring 1983 issue of University of
Richmond Magazine-my first as editorannounced an exciting new program
designed to help the University attract
the nation's best and brightest students.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Dortch Oldham of
Nashville, Tenn., had given UR $2 million
to fund the Oldham Scholars program
that would provide full merit-based scholarships to four entering freshmen every
year. In this issue we are featuring a
milestone in that program: the graduation
of the first four Oldham Scholars.
We are delighted to report that this
excellent dream has come to fruition. It
also seems fitting to me personally,
because this issue will be my last as
editor. I am leaving the University to
write a book (hopefully humorous) on
relatives of famous Virginians from
Colonial times through the Civil War.
The next issue of the magazine will be in
the capable hands of a new editor,
Dorothy Wagener, who has been a writer
and editor on our staff for three years.

I

embark with mixed feelings of regret
and anticipation. The articles we publish
here on the strengths of the University
and its people reflect a deeply held belief
that almost everyone associated with UR
holds: it is a wonderful place. I hate to
leave it.

But

the timing seems right. Upon
graduation, the Oldham Scholars can look
excitedly to a future shaped in part by
their experiences here. They also can take
with them campus memories to keep
forever.... So can I.
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s Noq: Th~ fall th, Univmify of Richmond was mnked as one of "Ame.-rolltges" for the third consteulive fime in surveys by U.S. News &
Report. As UR gains a place in the spotlight nalionally for its sfrength,
agazine will be taking a look at some of the changes in the last 15
ave made UR a stronger university, In this issue our focus will be the
ent scholars; to illustrate, we'll higlilight the first class of Oldham
ill graduate this spring. In succeeding issues, we'll focus on olher
ity life showing progress toward excellence.

First Oldham
Scholars to
Graduate

focus
on

in '88

Excellence
The 15 Oldham
olars are only ne group of first-rate students who have chos n UR for their undergraduate education. In
addition to the Oldha Scholarship Program, several other scholarship programs are avai able for students who show outstanding
scholastic and leadershi bility. These scholarships, along with the
University's strong empHasis on small classes, individual attention,
and a top-notch faculty committed to teaching and research, are
bringing more qualified stJdents to campus.
Over 60 students are currently enrolled as University Scholars in a program established in 1978. They receive financial aid
plus a number of other advantages, including special academic
privileges; they may register early for classes, conduct independent
research, and pursue programs of study based on individual interests, goals and needs.
In 1982 the CIGNA Corp. of Philadelphia provided UR with
resources to help fund scholarships for minority students from the
Richmond area. There are currently 21 CIGNA Scholars in this
program, which seeks to encourage outstanding leadership in
higher education and private industry.
The newest scholarship program was established by Virginia
Baptists in 1986 to attract the top Baptist high school students to
the University. Eight students now on campus are Virginia Baptist
Scholars.
In addition to these special scholarship recipients, UR's freshman class boasts 10 1987 National Merit Scholarship winners, 15
National Merit Finalists, 19 National Merit Semi-finalists and 51
National Merit commended students. Included in the class ranks
are 26 valedictorians and salutatorians and 302 National Honor
Society members. As a whole, the Class of '91 is the University's
brightest entering class ever in terms of SAT scores; combined
verbal and mathematics SAT scores average 1,17~ topping last
year's record by 19 points. CG

SCHOLARS
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From left.
AnncSul/itia11,
Eric Goldsfrin,
AilemSmitha11d
John Goodin

Making

Dirrlrence
By Cecil;., Garner

Taking center stage in the kitchen
of John Goodin's University Forest
apartment is one half of a rack of
caribou antlers. Goodin found this
treasure on the north slope of
Alaska while he was observing
how birds relate to their habitat
during his participation in a special
study conducted by the Fish and
Wildlife Service two summers ago.
Working in an internship
through the Biology Department,
Anne Sullivan was busy in a Virginia Commonwealth University
pharmacology lab, feeding "CoCo
Puffs" to rats in a maze. She was
involved in neurochemical
research, specifically studying a
behavioral model for Alzheimers'
disease. Sullivan combined the
results of her internship with her
biology senior seminar research;
she gave a presentation on a genetics approach to Alzheimers' disease. In other research, Sullivan
studied mutations in yeast DNA.
She presented this research in an
abstract at the Virginia Academy
of Science meeting in Norfolk in
the spring of 1987.
Not to be outdone, Eric Goldstein took off to Spain, "a fantastic
country," where he studied Spanish at the University of Salamanca.
A Spanish (as well as French and
piano) major, Eric participated in a
s~;~eb/~h~i~~~~;;t; in~;hmond's Department of Modern
Foreign Languages.
In Ireland a dynamic American with an Irish-Catholic family
tree was backpacking her way to
Dublin. Aileen Smith represented
the University of Richmond at the
International Interdisciplinary
Women's Conference held at Trinity College. Smith became more
aware of women's concerns and
the need for women's solidarity,
particularly as they relate to the
Third World. "It's wrong that not
many women from underdeveloped countries could attend the
conference," Smith says.
The exciting and challenging
diversity that marks their many
activities shows up in the lives of
Goodin, Sullivan, Goldstein and
Smith. But each of these students
could pursue his or her own particular interests because of the

unique scholarship made available
to them. The four are Oldham
Scholars, the first students chosen
to participate in an exceptional
scholarship program now in its
fourth year at UR.
Meeting and talking with the
senior Oldham Scholars is like
watching "Who's Who in American
Colleges" come alive.

"By bringing me to UR, lhe scholarship has
allowed me to oonllnue learning In all my
areas of lnWrest, not just, biology. It Is
because of this that now. four years later, I
am able to clearly define my career goals."
-Alleen Smith

Sullivan, a tall, soft-spoken
biology major, has been accepted at
the Medical College of Virginia for
the fall of 1988. "I love all the
sciences;' Sullivan admits, ''but
biology is the most human of the
sciences, and I've always known
that I was interested in some form
of health care. I decided to become
a doctor after I came to the University of Richmond."
In addition to her own study
and research, Sullivan has found

"OplH)rtunllles for research hero are stlnmlatlng, but I will remember these four years
through the poople-professors, students,
special friends-who hm'e enriched my
experience lmmeasumbly."
-Anne Sulllva11

time to become involved in teaching and tutoring. She has tutored
or worked as a lab assistant in the
physics, chemistry and biology
departments. "If you have to
explain a concept to someone else,
you learn much more yourself,"
Sullivan says, "and it's more fun to
study with other people."
Sullivan does a great deal; she
is a member of the Catholic Student Association; she is the treasurer of Mortar Board; she serves
on the UR Self-Study Undergraduate Program Committee; she is
active in Beta Beta Beta and Sigma
Xi, national honorary societies; and
she is listed in Who5 Who in American Colleges and Universities.
Sullivan, whose home is in
Cleveland Heights, Ohio, mentions
UR people - faculty, administrators, students - as the highlights
of her four years on campus. "A
special part of having an Oldham
Scholarship is getting to know the
Oldhams. Each year we have
dinner together. It's wonderful to
know the individuals who have
made it possible for us to study at
the University."
Sullivan refers to Mr. and
Mrs. W. Dortch Oldham of Nashville, Tenn., who four years ago
donated $2 million to establish the
Oldham Scholarship program. At

the time the Oldhams gave their
gift, Dortch Oldham said, '1 have a
dream of seeing in IO years up to
100 outstanding young men and
women enrolled at the University
on the scholarships."
The scholarship program Mr.
and Mrs. Oldham helped to establish provides a scholar with full
tuition, room and board; a summer
study and/or travel stipend; and
many other advantages such as
early registration for courses and
the use of a reserved study room
in the library and privileges in
campus housing selection.
The four senior Oldham
Scholars have brought a quality of
academic excellence and leadership
ability to the University that has
challenged their faculty and their
friend s. "They really have made a
difference," Dr. John Roush, executive assistant to the president, said
upon his return from spending a
weekend in New York City with
all the Oldham Scholars. "We have

"1'he scholarship has allowed me t.o select
smnmer opportunities based on the biology
field experience I can acquire, not on what
/obs will can, my tuition money."
-John Goodin
two events each year which give
the students different experiences
and the opportunity to know each
other," Roush continued. "All the
group looked to the seniors for
leadership, and the seniors sensed
the responsibility; they know who
they are."

"l/a,111g lhe Oldham Scholarship Is great In
and of Itself; hut regardless of the scholarship, my experiences with people at UR have
made cveryt,hlng wolthwhlle."

-Eric Goldstein

Smith, who grew up in Waccabuc, N.Y., laughs infectiously
when she talks about herself and
her future. "People call me an idealist;' Smith says, "but I'm a liberal
realist. For example, I think that
it's possible to strike a balance
between the human rights concerns of Third World peoples
and the economic interests of the
United States:'
Smith is glad that she decided
to accept the Oldham Scholarship
that brought her to UR's campus.
"I had thought about studying

agriculture at Cornell," she says,
"but at the University of Richmond, which is much smaller than
Cornell, I have had the opportunity to learn about the needs of the
Third World as well as to study
science. My classes have been
small, and the faculty are accessible
and anxious to have a dialogue
with students. As a result, I have a
different perspective. When I came
to Richmond, I was angry with
much of U.S. foreign policy, especially in regard to Latin America.
My education has given me the
tools to approach realistically that
anger, by enabling me to define
a career objective in terms of
my concerns."
Smith has a double major in
biology and Third World studies.
She is combining her interests in
genetics and political science in
preparation for a job in genetic
agricultural research. In addition,
she is currently secretary of Mortar Board; a member of Beta Beta

~~;•;~

~~a;!~:t;t!i~:~t;o~{
Sigma Epsilon, the national honorary chemistry society; and she is
secretary for the Campus Peace
Forum. She is also engaged to
be married.

[ike Smith and Sullivan,
Goodin, from Rockville, Md., is a
biology major. He is looking forward to graduate school and then
a career focused on ecology or
environmental science, one in
which he will be able to set environmental policy. "I want to be
where decisions are made," Goodin
says. "I'd like to have a management position, where I can help
effect changes in our environmental policy-such as a regional
directorship for the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service," he says.
During his four years at UR,
as well as during the summer
months, Goodin has taken advantage of numerous opportunities to
excel in his fields of interest. As a
part of the honors program, Goodin has worked with Dr. William
Woolcott, professor of biology, in a
two-year independent study project. He has studied the systematics
of small fish on the East Coast and

will present the results of his research at a national biology conference this summer. He has

C~~:r af~; E~~~;i~~:~t:7S~Te~

teaching, conducting nature tours,
researching and even bird-banding.
In addition to his summer in
Alaska, he has worked around
Vancouver Island studying aspects
of Canadian forestry practices.
In his freshman year Goodin

Shakespeare's observation that
"the stage is the thing," holds true
in Goldstein's case. Although it is
not required for his music major,
he gave piano recitals his sophomore and junior years; and he
presented his senior piano recital
in January. For three years Goldstein sang baritone in the Schola
;:r~tf;ou~\hes~;;~fU~i~;:st:;Choir. He played "Jesus" in the
Catholic Student Association's
production of Godspell. His roles
with the University Players have
included "Strider" in Strider; the
piano accompanist in Tomfoolery; a
principal role in Company; and he was

r--~r---=::i ~~~:ttk~ 1fl7~e~:~-

t)~!ll~::!:~a:. :!1ee
served as an intern for
the Virginia Wildlife Magazine and contributed
articles based on his
experiences for publication in the magazine.
Goodin continued to explore
his great interest in the outdoors
by participating in a two weeks'
volunteer research project over the
past Christmas holidays. He travelled to New Zealand where he
worked on an EARTHWATCH

~~~~:~iJ!JJh~~:. feeding
Goodin never seems hurried
or too busy to talk. Yet his accomplishments might exhaust many
achievers. Throughout his acaderrric career Goodin has made the
Dean's List. He is the president of
Beta Beta Beta; a member of the
Richmond College Judicial Council
and the UR Self-Study Effectiveness Committee; and he is the
treasurer of the Amnesty lnternational group on campus. Goodin is
an associate member of Sigma Xi
and he is also in the Blue Key
National Honorary Society. As the
academic chairman of his fraternity, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Goodin
worked to initiate and maintain a
scholarship program and to improve the GPA of the fraternity.

The one senior not majoring
in biology is Eric Goldstein, who
has three other majors- Spanish,
French and piano performance.

ber of the UR Dance
Company, Goldstein
danced the lead role
in the Dec. '87 production of "Desperado."
Goldstein, from Charleston,
S.C., is one of four students in his
class to be initiated into Phi Beta
Kappa in his junior year. Only the
top one percent of a class at the
University of Richmond can qualify for this honor. When Goldstein
was tapped, he also received the

~~i~he~:~:J:e~tli:tt;ah~{d the
highest GPA at the end of four
semesters for Richmond College.
In addition to Phi Beta Kappa,
Goldstein is a member of Omicron
Delta Kappa, a national honor
society which recognizes academic
and athletic leadership; Phi Sigma
Iota, the national foreign language
honor society; Phi Mu Epsilon, the
national mathematics honor
society; and Phi Kappa Mu, the
national music honor society.
After graduation Goldstein
plans to study music in Europe.
His ultimate career goal is to perform in concert at the piano.
Taking a moment between a
rehearsal for As You like It and his
piano practice, Goldstein captured
the enthusiasm expressed by all
four senior Oldham Scholars: 'T he
highlight of my four years at
UR ... ? Oh, just experiencing all
the opportunities UR provides!"
Ctci/ia Gamer is a freelance writer and a
member of the adjund faculty in English at
/he University.

Alumni Leaders
Conference Brings
Alumni Boards
Tu UR for Updates

By Randy Fitzgerald,
R'63 and G'64

From left, Pagr Harman; Dr. Edward C.
Pep/r, R'J2, and his wife, M ary; Fra nces W.
OPt'rlon, W'30: and Dr. Emma W. Goldman

A keynote address by Robert S. Jepson Jr. highlighted a daylong Conference for Alumni Leaders on campus this fall. About
200 officers and members of various alumni boards and fundraising leaders were invited to campus by the Alumni Office to
receive current inform3tion about UR and to get to know one
another better. They had the chance to hear from a fellow
alumnus who has committed to his alma mater $20 million
toward a center for leadership studies. The leaders also got university updates from the four vice presidents and other UR
officials and a tour of the campus.
Robert S. Jepson Jr., 8'64,
MBA'75, answered for a group of
fellow alumni leaders in September
the question of why he has committed $20 million to his alma
mater.
Jepson was on campus to
deliver the keynote address for the
annual Conference for Alumni
Leaders. The day before, he had
presented his alma mater a check
for $5 million, the first installment
on a $20 million gift he and his
wife have committed to an innovative new center for leadership Studies. The $5 million he presented to
Dr. E. Bruce Heilman, chancellor
and interim chief executive officer,
will go toward a $7.5 million Jep-son Hall to be built to form a
quadrangle with Ryland Hall, The
E. Claiborne Robins School of Business and The TC. Williams School
of Law and Boatwright
Memorial Library.
Jepson told the alumni group that that simple
question "Why?" was the
one everybody asked about the gift. "I've had
people all over the country
call me ... alumni ... Forbes

From left, Kiera C. Hyn nincn, B'86; John
Drrter, R'65; Rebecca Gmndslaff Clarke,
W"76; and Edward L Dunford, R'50

had my sons ask, 'Why?"'
The "why" is in two parts, he
said. "Why this gift for leadership
studies and why the University of
Richmond?"
"I think we're doing a good
job at Richmond. Among educational institutions as they exist
today, we are doing a
superior job. I would
submit to you the job is
not good enough;' Jepson
said. The gift would provide some help toward
doing that even-better job.
"We have given the
gift because tomorrow for
the Universitv of Richmond can be i:he cutting

~~~~-~t!~~}~_1,:eh:~nTri- ~t:~d~~J;5

I

edge if we all pull toward that
end ... Richmond was not the onJy
opportunity for Alice and me to do
something that would make the
world a better place. There are lots
of universities that would have
done a good job with this gift and
obviously wanted it desperately.
Again, why Richmond?"
The answer: 'The University
is large enough to attract students
from a national ... and world base,
and I think with this gift coupled
with the reputation of this institution, again a base that was built in
the past, we can have any student
we want here. There's no limitation, it's infinite.
"Yet the University is small
enough and intimate enough that
this gift will have a very big impact
at this university and because of
its impact and importance here it
can propel this small, and alwaysto-be small, institution again to
that cutting edge.
"The University in its heart
and soul and its fiber believes in
excellence. That belief in itself and
its base and its future will only
enhance where we want to go
with this gift, so another reason to
pick Richmond."
was '~~i:~:a~~he;!a;~J~Jt~f you
th.at I have met and known
through the years and the class of
'64, which was a very special class,
kind of lingers on in your heart
forever; so the class of '64 had
something to do with it. Thank
you both, Elaine and Archie. You
were more important in this than
you know." (Trustee Elaine Johnson Yeatts, W'64, who presided
over the luncheon; and her husband Archer L. Yeatts III, R'64 and
L'67. In 1963-64, Jepson was president of the business school student

L Ray Aslrworlh, R'56, left, and Dr. George M. Mai/in, H'71, clranulforemerilus

government association, Mrs.
Yeatts was president of the Westhampton SGA, and Mr. Yeatts was
vice president of the Richmond

College SCA.I
"So the University of Richmond, because it had all of the
right stuff to maximize a gift that
is too precious not to do something for the most number of people over the longest period of time.
Leadership, because I have seen it
in action around the world. I don't
know if we can create leaders,
nobody here knows, but we11
never know unless we try; and so
we're going to try together: Richmond, all of you, and Alice and
Bob."
Also at the luncheon, Marcus,
R'49, and Carole, W'63, G'75,
Weinstein received a silver vase as
educational fund raisers of the

f
J

year. Receiving the award as
volunteer of the year was Susan
W. Clarke, W'72.
Besides getting an opportunity to hear and meet or renew an
old friendship with Jepson, the
approximately 200 alumni leaders
also got to tour the new student
apartments, the renovated Thomas
Hall, the under-renovation Boatwright Library, and the Chapel
with its new stained glass windows. The group also got an
update on the search for a new
president from Rector Joseph A
Jennings, 8'49 and H'BO, and on
the University as a whole from the
four vice presidents. They also
enjoyed a sports update that
included a live ABC SjX)rts feature
on the Spider football team's
incredible four-overtime victory
over the University of Massachu-

Fi,✓lfv:.,111

l.cuis W. Moelcherl Jr., vice
presidrntforbusinessandfinanu

Dr. l.tddie P. Bowrn, vice president and provost

Dr. UOnard 5. Goldberg, viu
presidentforsludentaffairs

t.

setts the previous week.
Jennings began the day with a
review of the search process for a
new president. He said the board
Would employ a single search
committee composed of 12 trustees and five faculty members aided
by a consulting firm. He said he
hoped a new president would be
chosen by March or April 1988
and in office by Sept. 1, 1988.
Next came a University overview. Dr. Zeddie Bowen, vice president and provost, told the leaders
about the self-study report nearing
completion. An abbreviated version of the 400-page single-spaced,

Right: Robert Qui51'11berryand Susan Cw111
Q14iscnbmy,W"65

preliminary report included summaries of 124 recommendations of
11 different University committees. Among them: the endorsement of a committee on institutional effectiveness to ensure the
University's programs are of high
academic quality; the development
of new incentives to continue
attracting the best new faculty
members; and a "curriculum
renewal" to ensure students'
development of "intellectual capacity, fundamental knowledge, basic
beliefs and values, career preparation and physical well being."
Dr. Bowen also said that UR's
5,019 applications for admission
this year put the University "in a
rare position." Less than half of
those could be offered admission
to fill the 727 spots in the freshman class. The average SAT scores
for this year's freshman class were
1,177 for Richmond College and
1,170 for Westhampton College.
Louis M. Moelchert Jr., vice
president for business and finance,
had a quiz for the leaders. Sample
questions: How many buildings on
campus? A. 51. How many acres?
A. 335. How many acres is the
lake? A. 13.6, not 10.
What year did the law school
come to campus? A. 1954. What
are the six original buildings on
the present campus? A. Ryland,
Brunet, Jeter and Thomas Halls,
North Court and the steam plant.
He also told the leaders that
G~J;;~~:~~~~;n~~~:r:t?';rofits
from the bookstore go to an
endowed scholarship and that
there were 1,021 employees at UR.
Moelchert handed out prizes from
the bookstore to those coming up
with the answers.
Leonard S. Goldberg, vice
president for student affairs, told
alumni about new initiatives and
recent successes such as an open
discussion on campus for AIDS
prevention by Dr. Richard Keeling
of the University of Virginia that
attracted a crew from "Good
Morning America" and the bright,
sensitive students that brought the
crew back for a second session;
and CARE, a program designed to
combat alcohol and substance
abuse.
He said that residential advisers had been increased and that

~mni Win Volunteer Awards

more lounges and a weight room
had been added to Richmond College residence halls.
The new Pier coffeehouse,
opened this fall with its profes-

From /cf!, Susan Gunn Quismberry: James
E. Derderian, R'85; and Alier Dunn,
W'S5,115SOCiairdimlorofalumniaffairs

sional theatre lights, dance floor
and sound equipment set-up for
professional disc jockeys or live
entertainment, provided an important alternative to fraternity
activities-which in the past have
done an often underestimated job
of filling the void-Goldberg said.
Another major initiative was
in setting up an active preventive
system of health care sensitive to
such problems of the '80s as bulimia and anorexia nervosa. Gone are
the old student health forms.
Finally, Dr. Goldberg pointed
to the ovetwhelming success of
the colonization of sororities,
which last year attracted 480
women.
H. Gerald Quigg, vice president for university relations, said
that UR intended to "go foiward
aggressively" in fund raising, even
though there is a "little loss of
momentum" without a president.
He said one of the strategies
would be to broaden the base,
seeking "greater numbers, no matter what the dollar figure." Last
year the annual fund hit a record
$2.8 million.
Quigg said he wanted in
1987-88 to have "the largest cash
flow of any year in the University's

history, which means we must
exceed $12.2 million, and to have
the highest percentage of participation (over 40 percent)." Quigg
also distributed a list of 11 donors
(individuals, families or coqx,rations) who have given $1 million
or more in recent years, including
the Robins family; the Gottwalds;
Mr. and Mrs. W. Dortch Oldham,
R'41 and H'74; the Jepsons; and
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan S. Gumenick, H'83, H'85.
Qui~~~ke~~tv~fe1:eb1e:zdey?"
institution. As you get stronger,
you develop a greater need. We
need the resources to be one of
the leading private universities, to
be the best we can be." Some of
the objectives for '87-'88 include
$7.5 million for the Jepson Center,
$5 million for Boatwright Memorial Library, $750,000 for a new
campus ministries center, $500,000
for the George E. Allen Chair of
Law, $150,000 for the F. Carlyle
Tiller Chair in Business, $50,000
for the Robert R. Merhige Center
for Environmental Studies aAd an
unspecified amount for
scholarships.
In the afternoon Dr. Candine
E. Johnson stressed the high academic standards UR has for its
scholarship athletes. "So many
people have checked the credentials of our student athletes. If
they don't meet our academic
standards, they can't come here."
The proof that these strict procedures work is in the 96 percent
graduation rate in four years, Dr.
Johnson said. Two of the 40
Rhodes Scholars nominees last
year were scholarship athletes,
she said.
After Dr. Johnson's discussion
many of the participants went to
the Pier area of the Tyler Haynes
Commons to watch on the new
giant-screen television a fourminute dip on the exciting 52-51
UR Yankee Conference win over
the University of Massachusetts.
ABC S!X)rts highlighted the game
in its pre-game-of-the-week show.
Dr. Randy Fitzgerald, R'63 and G'64,
is diredor of the ruws bureau al the
University and conlributingeditorof
UR Magazine.

IJ ¢111¢11) IO IN c•I
NEW PROGRAM BRINGS INTERNATIONAL FLAVOR TO UR
International studies has a higher
profile at the University beginning
this year: an International Studies
major is available beginning this
spring and an Office of International
Education has been established
under the direction of Dr. Uliana
Cabara, visiting assistant professor
of Russian.
"Our major is unique," Dr.
Gabara says. "It's truly international,
as well as truly interdisciplinary."
Students who major in International Studies must meet three
requirements: they must have at
least three years of instruction in a
foreign language, have an experience abroad and take the interdisciplinary international studies
courses team-taught by faculty
members who have long been
involved in developing the major.
Beyond these requirements
there are six areas in which students
may specialize. Called "tracks," these
six areas are the Soviet Union, Latin
America, the Third World, Politics
and Diplomacy, Europe, and Economic and Social Systems.
The Office of International

Dr. U/ia,m Cabam, visiting assis/1mt professor

of Russiim, is the director of the Office of lnfrrnulionul Educ11/ion
Education also works with UR students who want to study abroad.
"We need to help students make
knowledgeable choices for study
abroad and to suggest ones that
aren't so conventional, perhaps,"
Cabara says. "We also look forward

Some 20 inlmialional studmts enrolled al UR are shoum al a November dinner in their honor sp<msored by a commillee of the Lake Society, an organization of 11/umni couples. Chair couple for the even/
were Eduxml H. Pruden Jr., R'72 and G'74, and his wife Peg, third and fourth from left on the front
row. Foreign studmts at UR are a focus of the nrw Office of lnirrnational Education.

to establishing our own programs
abroad or possibly joining consortia
of universities."
A third area of concern for the
Office of International Education is
the foreign students who are studying at UR. Currently 23 foreign students from 12 countries are enrolled
here.
"These students are a valuable
resource for our community; we can
learn a great deal from them, but we
also need to help them become
acclimatized to our culture and learn
more about us," Dr. Gabara says.
"Assigning host families and host
students to the international students are ways to help them feel
welcome and to include them in
campus and family life. We've asked
the Alumni Office to help recruit
host families."
The Office of International
Studies also promotes awareness of
international concerns through special exhibits and programs on campus. "We view this as part of the
process of 'internationalizing' both
the academic life and the out-of-class
experiences," says Dr. Gabara. "We
sponsored a Chinese exhibit last fall
and a symposium on Japan is on the
calendar for the spring. We keep in
touch with a number of nationwide
organizations that help us know
what is happening on the international scene."
D r. Gabara's own background is
international in scope. She grew up
in Russia and Poland, then came to
this country and earned a B.A.
degree in American literature from
Bennington College. Later she
taught and studied at the University
of Warsaw, where she obtained an
M.A. in English philology. She also
was on the faculty of the University
of Virginia, where she received her
Ph.D. in Russian and Polish languages and literatures. Recently she
returned to the Soviet Union twice
when she led groups of Virginia
high school teachers and administrators in seminars which began at UR
and continued in Moscow, Leningrad and Tbilisi. CG

DR. NEUMANN WINS
NATIONAL AWARD
IN MUSICOLOGY
At age 80, Dr. Frederick Neumann,
UR professor of music emeritus, is
still winning awards for his contributions to the field of musicology.
In October, Dr. Neumann was
named the winner of the Otto Kinkeldey Award, the most prestigious
of three awards annually given by
the American Musicological Society.
He was recognized for his book,
Ornamentation and lmpravimtion in
MoZJut (Princeton University Press,
1986), which was selected as the
most outstanding scholarly book of
the past year.
In December, the Music Department gave Dr. Neumann a dinner
to celebrate his 80th birthday and
announced the estabUshment of a
scholarship in his name. The scholarship is designed to help a student
who is a string player in the University Orchestra.
Since retiring from the University, Dr. Neumann has been a most
productive scholar. His latest bo::ik
and an earlier bo::ik, Ornamentation in
Baroque and Post-Baroque Music: With
Sp«ial Emphasis on J.S. Bach (Princeton
University Press, 1978), both examine ornamentation-"the embellishment of the melodic line" - in
classical music.

He has also written extensively
about "performance practice," a field
of musicology that focuses on how
music was performed in its time. A
collection of his articles has been
published as Essays in Perfonnance Practice (UM! Research Press, Ann Arbor,
Mich., 1982) and another collection
is planned for the near future. He
also published two volumes of Contemporary Violin Technique with the late
Ivan Galamian, a celebrated violin
pedagogue.
To do his writing, Dr. Neumann
uses a Televideo word processor
which he has had since 1982. "I
couldn't get along without it," he
says.
Dr. Neumann's research has
been supported by two fellowships
from the National Endowment for
the Humanities and two Guggenheim Fellowships as well as other
grants.
His musicological research is at
least his third career, begun in his
mid-fifties when he became interested in the way classical music
is interpreted.
A native of Bielitz, Austrian
Silesia (now Bielsko Biala on the
border of Czechoslovakia), he
earned a doctoral degree in political
science and economics from the
University of Berlin and worked as
an export market analyst in Prague.
However, his first love was music
and the violin he had studied since
age six; at the age of 30 he changed
careers to become a violinist, studying with the finest teachers in
Europe. He emigrated to America
in 1939, where he earned both the
master's and Ph.D. degrees in
music and music education from
Columbia University before coming to UR as associate professor of
music in 1955. He also served as
the first concertmaster of the
Richmond Symphony from 1957
to 1964.
Alumni and friends may participate in the Neumann Scholarship by contacting the
University RelationsDevelopment Office,
Maryland Hall, University of Richmond,
Va. 23173. DW

STUDENTS CREATE
UMBRELLA GROUP
TO COORDINATE
VOLUNTEER WORK
The Volunteer Action Council,
known as VAC, is only a semester
old, but "there's been an incredible
response to an immediate need,"
according to David Dorsey, UR's
associate chaplain. Dorsey, himself
new to the campus, is serving as the
staff adviser to the new studentinitiated, student-led and studentoperated service organization.
"YAC is UR's 'United Way,"'
Dorsey says. "It's a networking
agency which seeks to match already
existing University organizations
with already existing community
needs."
VAC came into existence as a
result of students' recognition that
there was no organized approach to
voluntarism on campus. Seniors
Arrington Chambliss and Genevieve
Lynch set out to change that and
were instrumental in creating YAC.
Now in addition to Chambliss and
Lynch, who serve as VAC chairpersons, there is a board composed of
Maura Wolf, W'90, program director; Stephanie Graham, W'90, secretary/treasurer; David Howie, R'90,
and Jennifer Bordogna, W'90, public
relations; and there are numerous
volunteers helping over 15 agencies
in the Richmond area.
UR students are volunteering
their work, time and energy to help
with such diverse activities as answering the phones at the Fan Free
Clinic; serving as sisters or brothers
in the Big Brother/Sister programs
of Richmond; tutoring refugees with
the Office of Refugee Resettlement;
visiting prisoners in jail; and giving
success therapy at Westport Convalescent Center. They also offer
pregnancy counseling, cook meals
for the indigent at Freedom House
and install sheetrock in houses in
the Habitat for Humanity program.
Dorsey, who became associate
chaplain this fall, will be heavily
involved in a three-{cear religious
=~J'~i~:ri~~:::n ~:~~/~i~ai th
position is new in that Dr. Linwood

T. Home, R'43, who recently retired
Dr. Frederick Neumann

as associate chaplain, will continue
working part time in the areas of
church relations, the off-campus
school of Christian studies and
Baptist affairs.

CAMPUS EVENTS
INCLUDE SPEAKERS,
FOLK ART EXHIBIT,
SCIENCE LECTURES

A native of Athens, Ca., Dorsey
holds a master of divinity degree and
a master of church music degree
from the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Ky.
Last summer, he rode in a cross-

country bicycle tour from Seattle to
Atlantic City to benefit the American Lung Association. Student leaders are now working with him to
organize a bike-a-thon to benefit
Habitat for Humanity this spring. CG

ECON PROFESSORS
FIND INEQUITIES
IN INJURY CLAIMS

tee, the two will obtain 1986 claim
data so they can update their find ings to reflect changes that have
occurred in state laws and see if the
same trends hold.
Cook's interest in the economics of medical malpractice began five
years ago when he conducted a
study for the Virginia Medical
Society to determine if there were
inequities in the number of claims
and amount of awards against physicians in Virginia.
"That study raised questions for
me," Cook says. "Why should a class
of defendants receive special treatment? Were courts actually awarding greater damages against one
group than against another? I
decided to investigate by comparing
medical injury claims against auto
injury claims, using closed claim data
that were available."
To fund their project, Cook and
Dolan have applied for a grant from
the medical malpractice program of
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation in Princeton, N.J., a private philanthropic organization that funds
research that can lead to establishment of public policy. DW

When a physician is sued for malpractice in a personal injury suit,
does the court award the plaintiff a
higher amount for damages than if
the injuries had occurred in an
automobile accident?
Yes, significantly higher, according to preliminary results of studies
by Dr. Robert W. Cook, associate
professor of economics; and Dr.
Robert C. Dolan, associate professor
of economics. Based on data from
1977-79 for medical and auto injury
claims, Cook and Dolan found the
average awards for deaths caused by
medical malpractice 10 times greater
than those awarded for deaths
caused by auto accidents.
Cook and Dolan presented their
preliminary findings this fa!! at the
Southern Economics Association and
at the American Economics Association annual meetings and Cook has
published some of the research in
journals. With a grant of $5,000
~ rom the Faculty Research Commit-

Speakers at the University this winter included an American pollster
and Virginia's attorney general,
while the Marsh Callery featured an
exhibit of folk art.
George Gallup Jr., president of
the Gallup Poll and co-chairman of
Gallup Organizations Inc., spoke to
more than 500 students on Nov. 10.
His speech, "The Mood of America
Today," gave students insight into
the latest statistical trends involving
political and economic topics while
also touching on his personal feelings of the moral and spiritual decline of the American people.
Gallup said that American people are optimistic about the economy, that 78 percent of the country
would vote for a woman presidential
candidate and that American people
place more emphasis upon a strong
education system than upon strong
industry or military power. Gallup
also said he was conducting a
worldwide survey on AIDS for publication in January 1988.
He was sponsored by the Floyd
D. and Elisabeth S.
Gottwald Student
Speakers Endowment and the UR
Speakers Board
On Nov. 6,
Virginia Attorney
General Mary Sue
Terry, W'69 and
George Gallup Jr.
H'86, spoke to students from The E.
Claiborne Robins School· of Business
during the school's 10th Stanley S.
Watts Memorial Lecture sponsored
by the Watts family. Terry addressed
the issue of rapidly escalating liability insurance costs.
A December art exhibit in the
Marsh Gallery entitled "The Bench
and the Benchmaker" featured the
folk art of Tum Gordon and Abe
Criss. Displayed on the gallery walls
were oil pastel drawings by Gordon,
retired Virginia Supreme Court justice. Wooden figures by Abraham
Lincoln Criss, grandson of a slave
and a former furniture maker, filled
the interior of the gaUery.
The exhibit was curated by
John Morgan and Ann Oppenhimer,
UR art history slide curator and

pass break-ups, two interceptions
and recovered a fumble. He was a
champion and topmember of The Sporting News' preseeded Appalachian
season All-America Checklist along
State University in
with Jordan.
the first round of the
Offensive lineman Howard
1-AA Playoffs.
Fahnestock helped spearhead a UR
Leading the list
ground game which averaged a
of individual honorees
league-leading 195.2 yards rushing
was sophomore defensive
per game. A Murrysville, Pa. native,
back Brian Jordan. An
Fahnestock is a three-year letterman
All-ECAC selection, Jordan led
who began his college career as a
the Spiders with four
defensive lineman.
interceptions and eight
A junior tailback
tackles for loss while
from Fort Washington,
recording 85 tackles.
Md., Erwin Matthews
A 6'1'', 195-pounder
led the conference in
from Baltimore, Md.,
rushing {112.2 yards
Jordan ranked fifth
per game) and was
in I-AA in punt
fourth in I-AA in allreturns (10.5 yards per
purpose running (172.3)
game) and was one of
During the 1987 seathe top defensive playson he rush ed for 1,234
ers in the conference.
yards and set or tied six
A junior outside lineUR single game, season
backer from Homestead, UR's Dal Shealy was named Yan- and career rushing and
Fla., Pat Brown finished kee Conference Coarh-of-lhe-Year.
scoring records.
the 1987 regular season
Against Massachuwith 48 tackles in nine games. A
setts early in the year, Matthews
6'4", 230-pounder, Brown also
set a single game high with six
recorded five quarterback sacks, five
touchdowns. TS

J

president of the Folk Art Society of
America, which sponsored the
exhibit. Showing Jan. 14 through
Feb. 5 in the gallery are 19th century paintings from the Guarisco
Gallery ltd. and archaeological
photographs by Richmond photographer Taylor Dabney.
A science lecture series celebrating the 10th anniversary of the Gottwald Science Center began Dec. 7
T.ita:~~~~~~1fi!~i~ ~ra~!t~:;p;t
the University of Arizona Medical
Center in Tucson. His topic was
"The Neural Crest: An Embryonic
Cornucopia."
Continuing the series Feb. 3
was a physics lecture by Dr. J.D.
Walecka, scientific director of the
Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility in Newport News, Ya. A
day-long conference March 18 sponsored by the Chemistry Department
will conclude with the W. Allan
Powell lecture delivered by Dr.
Gary M. Hieftje, professor of chemistry at Indiana University. RW

FOOTBALL TEAM,
COACH SHEALY WIN
POST-SEASON KUDOS
Picked to finish sixth in the Yankee
Conference during the pre-season,
the University of Richmond football
team surprised many onlookers by
rolling to a 6-1 league mark and a
berth in the 1-AA Playoffs.
Directing the Spiders' efforts
was eighth-year coach Dal Shealy,
who was named Yankee Conference
Coach-of-the-Year by a vote of the
league's eight head coaches. Joining
Shealy with honors were First Team
All-Conference selections Erwin
Matthews, Howard Fahnestock,
Brian Jordan and P,1t Brown.
Richmond finished the regular
season with a 7-4 record before
bowing to Southern Conference

BASKETBALL SQUAD
WINS TWO HOLIDAY
TOURNAMENTS
The Richmond Spiders got off to a
fast start for the 1987-88 basketball
season, winning two holiday tournaments and finishing runner-up to
No. 1 North Carolina in the Central
Fidelity Holiday Classic in the Rob-

ins Center.
The Spiders took the 12thannual Richmond Times-Dispatch
Invitational tournament in the
Richmond Coliseum held Dec. 18-19
and the Kactus Klassic in Tempe,
Ariz., Dec. 4-5.
The Spiders defeated Old
Dominion University, 70-63, in the
finals of the TDIT. The Spiders got

to the final round when Ken Atkinson canned a three-point 27-footer
as time expired to beat Virginia
Commonwealth University, 60-58,
in the first round.
Senior Peter Woolfolk was
named the tournament's most valuable player, and was joined by Atkinson on the all-tournament team.
Woolfolk also was named the
most valuable player in the Kactus

Klassic, which the Spiders won by
beating Arizona State, 76-63, in the
final, after taking Tulsa, 64-60, in
the opening game. Also on the Kactus all-tournament squad were Spiders Rodney Rice and Scott Stapleton.
In the second-annual Central
Fidelity Holiday Classic Nov. 27-28,
the Spiders made it to the dream
Robins Center matchup against
North Carolina by beating Boston

IN MEMORIAM

NOLAN E. RICE
Dr. Nolan E. Rice, emeritus professor of biology at the University of
Richmond, died Nov. 25, 1987. He
was 79.
A member of the Biology
Department from 1950 to 1978, Dr.
Rice served several terms as acting
chairman.
Dr. Rice received his B.A.
degree in zoology from the University of Kentucky and his M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees from Duke University. Before coming to UR, Or. Rice
taught at Brenau College, the University of Tennessee and Middle
Georgia College. He also was head
of the culture department of the
Carolina Biological Supply Co.
Dr. George M. Modlin, chancellor emeritus and president during
much of Dr. Rice's tenure at UR,
said of him: "Dr. Rice was an enthusiastic and inspiring professor,
greatly admired by his students and
highly respected by his colleagues."
A former student remembered
Or. Rice's field trips: "He was a little
man, but we almost had to run to
keep up with his stride. He always
bought us Cokes afterwards."
Dr. Robert F. Smart, former
provost and Biology Department
chairman, said of his friend: "He was

a devoted teacher who had a sincere
interest in his students and who was
recognized as one of the leading
invertebrate biologists in the state."
Dr. Rice was a member and
former chairman of the board of
deacons of River Road Baptist
Church. He was a member of
Lambda Chi Alpha social fraternity
and numerous professional societies
and organizations, including the
Society of the Sigma Xi, the Virginia
Academy of Science, and the American Institute of Biological Science.
Survivors include three daughters, Or. Lida Etta Matthen of Indianapolis, Ind., Jean Hodder of
Stuart, Fla., and Nola Powell of
Mobile, Ala.; a sister, Edith M. Rice
of Richmond; and six grandchildren,
Kate and Kristen Matthen of Bk»mington, Ind., Becky and Laura
Hodder of Stuart, Fla., and Kendall
and Julie Powell of Mobile, Ala.
Dr. Rice's wife, Gladys Garnett
Rice, died Feb. 27, 1987. RF

EDWARD T. CLARK
The Rev. Edward T. Clark Sr., pastor of the First Baptist Church in
Winchester, Va., for 47 years, and a
former member of the University

University, 66-61. A patented Tarheel burst with 6:03 left in the first
half brought UNC from a one-point
lead to a 13-point margin at halftime. The Tarheels held on to win,
87-76. Carolina guard Jeff Lebo was
named most valuable player of an
all-tournament team that included
his teammate Scott Williams, Boston
University's Drederick Irving and
Spiders Woolfolk and Rice. RF
Board of Trustees, died Oct. 1, 1987.
Born in 1899 in Dillwyn, Va.,
Clark was the son of James A and
Susie Boatwright Clark. He was the
nephew of Dr. Frederic W. Boatwright, president of UR from 1895
to 1946. Clark earned degrees from
both UR and Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary of Louisville,
Ky. He was a UR trustee from 1944
to 1971.
Fred Anderson, executive director of the Virginia Baptist Historical
Society, who interviewed Clark several years ago, remarked, "He looked
just like Dr. Boahvright. When you
looked at him, it was as if you were
looking at Dr. Boahvright:'
From 1926 until his retirement
in 1972, Clark was pastor of the
First Baptist Church of Winchester.
During that time the congregation
increased from 98 to over 1,000.
Clark was a former president of
the Lions Club and the WinchesterFrederick County Chapter of the
American Red Cross; three-time
president of the Winchester Ministerial Association; and the president
and founder of the WinchesterFrederick County Tuberculosis
Society, the Winchester-Frederick

~:l~~~ ~~~f,lje~~:i~~,~t~Jiety
Health Association. He also was a
founder of Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Winchester-Frederick
County.
He was a former clerk of the
Virginia Baptist General Association
and a member and vice president of
the Virginia Baptist Board of Missions and Education.
Surviving are two sons, Edward
Thomas Clark Jr. of Chicago and
James E. Clark of Reston, Va.; a
daughter, Katharine Kersey of
Portsmouth, Va.; a sister, Mattie
Sirbaugh of Winchester; a brother,
J. Ligon Clark of Nellysford, Va.;
22 grandchildren and five greatgrandchildren. He married Mary
Kathryn Manuel on Nov. 23, 1955.
His first wife was Katharine Essex. RF

ALUMNI NOTES
HOMECOMING 1987

Pika fmlernil:y alumni al the Bogk 0
Gol[Tounian::

ALUMNI EVENTS PLANNED
Exciting alumni activities are planned in several parts of
the country this winter and spring.
Events are scheduled for the following areas of Virginia: Richmond, Hampton/Newport News, Franklin/
Suffolk, Virginia Beach/Norfolk, Roanoke, Irvington,
Fredericksburg, Wi;1cheste r and Harrisonburg.
Outside Virginia, events will be held in Philadelphia,
Pa.; Raleigh/Durham/Chapel Hill, N .C.; G reensboro/
High Poin t/Wins ton-Salem, N.C.; Charlotte, N .C.; and
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Making these events possible are hard-working
alumni leaders, a few of whom are pictured here.

Henryjones}r.,L'7S,

Raleigh/Durham/Chapel Hill

Gerri Daly, W'78, Ballimore,
Md

Musical en/crtainmen/ WIIS provided by !he Arndfl1!y of Saini Boo/wright
ontheUlke.Dr.Clflrencr]ung,businessschoolprofessor,iscongratulaled
on his piano playing ability by Jm1r S. Thorpe. arculive diredor of alumni

,ff,;a.

ALUMNI ACTIVE IN BGAV

/41, al 1hr BGAV lurn:hron for UR alumni
wm. lefi lo righl, Dr. Rtiymond F. Alim, R'62

·;.1

and H'74, UR lrusiee; William M. Ryfond,
R'76, L'79; Clrnrles H. Ryland, R'36, L'39 and
H'71, UR /rus/ee emeritus; !he Rev. Aubrey].
Rosser, R'50. H'76; and Mr>. Virginia Prrkins
Yeamrm, W'29.

FROM THE
UNDERGRADUATE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
PRESIDENTS

ALL ABOARD!

A bus lour of the campus was part of !he Richmond College Fall Duling
on Sfptember 11. uft lo right are F. Mallory Davis. R'76 and RBD'B2;
John Claytm1. R'62, a past president of /he Richmvnd College Alumni
Association; Mark Evam, 8'83, associate dim/or of alumni: Bob Se.ibo/t,
R'77, Richmond College Alumni Associalion 11residn1/; and Dr. Richard
Mateer, dean of Richmond College

}usi a few of /he mtm' than 600 people who allettded 1/w Foil/ Gathering al Law

Weekrnd. NawmW I 3 and 14. TM gat!U'ring was Mid al the r!Slored Jefferson
Shera/on in Richmond.

JENNINGS HONORED WITH FLAG

n
I

UR &ctor ]Mk Jennir1gs, B'49, rrtired last year as chairman of the /Joord and chief rm:uliw officer of Creslar Bank, formerly Uniled Virginia Bm1k.
Among /he honors he m:eiwd was the presrnlalion of a five--siar United Virginia &nk flag by Wailer W. Regirer, L'49, left, president and gt>11eral cou,1Sl'I of
Heallh of Virginia. Olhm allrnding included, left to right, Rohm F. Norfleet, presidml, capifol regitm, Creslar &mk: C. Gar/1md Hagen. aeculive vice presiiknt, inoolmenl bm1k, Crestar Bank; James M. Wilson 111, execulit>e vice presidn1/ and director of humm1 resources, Cres/ar Bank: .'iimuel P. Ulrdwe/1, vice
chairman of Cres/ar Financial Corp.; William C. Boinesf, chaim1ai1 of Craigie Inc.; 0 . H. Punish Jr., execuliw vice presidn,I and chief mdil officer,
Creslar Bank: Dr. George M . Madlin, H'7I. UR chanulloremerilus: Dr. £. Bruce Heilman, H'86, UR presidrnl and chanullor; and F. Carlyle TillIT,
R'48 and H'76, former UR recto r and rrlired chairman of Wheal, Firsi Securilies.

ALUMNI TOURS COMING UP
July 11 - 21, 1988

Ireland Countryside
Nine nights in Ireland, including Galloway, County
Kerry, County Cork and Dublin, with optional
three~night extension to London

Odober 1988

Holiday in Italy
Three nights in Venice, four nights in Florence and
four nights in Rome
For more information, contact Jane Thorpe, Director, Alumni Travel Program, The Alumni Center,
University of Richmond, Va. 23173.

WEDDING BELLS
IN ENGLAND

It wasn't a real wedding, but when the Travelling
Spidmvisiled England last fall, tlmrstopin
Grrtna Grren, fanmi as the sih of runaway marriages, included a m{)(k wedding. Phyllis and Ted
Burian, married i11 real life, porlrayed !he bride
and groom.

CLASS ACT
Otis Brown, far right, was the guiding forct
behind a gathering of 1956 Richmond College
gmduales last fall. Fonner f,uu/ty members joined
the alumni and 1/mr guests at the Wesihampton
College Deanery.

"An Adventure Down Under"
June IS - July 9, 1988
Join Dr. and Mrs.
E. Bruce Heilman
on a deluxe tour
of New Guinea, Australia
and New Zealand

Dr.JohnDonaldMillar,R'56,
dt/iveredlhe1987Annua/Lucas
udurelolheFarnltyofOccupationa/MedirineoflheRqylllG,1/ege
of Physicians in l.m1din1. The first
Amrriam lo present a Lucas UC/ure.
Dr. Millar spoke 011 "Attempts al
Simlegic Thir11:ing in Oaupalional
PublicHmlth."Heisdim:torvflhe
Nalional/nstiluteforOccupational
5afrlyandHeallh,partoflheCenlfT5 for Di,ease Control in Atl,mta,

Dr. Solon B. Cousins Ill, R'47
andl·:1"83,rf'CeivedtheUnitedWay
ofAmerica"s 1987Nationa/Professionall..eadcrs/1ipAward.
Nationalexf'Culivedimtorofthe
YMCA of the USA hradquarlrred in Chicago, Cousins rf'Ceivedlhe
awardfordm11!rnli1inga11d
improving the YMCA m(ll)f1l!m/.
HeislhesonofDr.Solon B.
Gmsins Jr., remembered by many
alunmiasf/1echairmm1oftheRe/igiM1 Deparlmenlfrom 1937/o 1959.

Jessica Vaughan Peannan, W'65,
was named the 1988 Virginia
TrncheroflheYearbytheVirginia
Deparlmmlo{EducalioninY/1/ember. Sheleachrsfifth-graib
mt1!hemalics,sdmceandheallhal
Spolswood ElemrntArySchoolin
Spoh;ylvania County, Va., and is

Deborah 0. Snaggs, W'SJ. wo11
the women's division of/he Richmond Newspapers Mara/hon in
Ocloberwilhalimeof 2:57:18. In
Df'Cembersheplaced 11/hinlhe
womm'sdivisionoftheHonolulu
MaralhoninHawaiioulofan
owra/lfie/dof 10,000. She is an
assislan/crosscou11/rym11/i11door
andouldoor/rackcoochat Richmond's
Thomas Jeffmon High School

c;.,

describedbyherprirn:ipa/as"a
highlymotivatedprofessioMalwho
loveswhatsheisdoing."

From tire jungles and highlands of Papua, New Guinea, lo the
Outback of Australia. Including Cairns, Port Moresby, Mt.

Hagen, Knrawari & the Sepik Valley, Alice Springs, Ayers
Rock, Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydnry, Christchurch, Auckl,md,
and tire Great Barrier Reef.
For more information, contact;
Dr. E. Bruce Heilman
4 700 Cary Street Road
Richmond, VA 23226
(804) 289-8810

• Richmond
College
• Westhampton
College
• The E. Claiborne
Robins School
of Business

'20s
Dr. T.B. Washington, R'22, has been
elected secretary of The Port of Richmond

'30s
Herbert C. Allen Jr., M.D., R'37, H'82, has
been awarded the Gold Medal by the
American College of Nuclear Medicine.

This award is the highest honor bestowed
by The College and was given in recognition of Dr. Allen's 40-year contribution to
the development of nuclear medicine for
the diagnosis and treatment of human disease. Dr. Allen maintains a private practice
specializing in nuclear medicine, in Houston, Texas. In addition, he maintains staff
appointments at both Baylor College of
Medicine and the U. of Texas Medical

School in Houston. He has over 40 published papers and scientific exhibits on
nuclear medicine to his credit. Dr. Allen
and his wife, Elizabeth, reside in Houston.

'40s
Jack Paul Fine, R'44, L'49, has been elected

first vice president of the Senior Agents
As,;ociation of Northwestern Mutual Life
Insurance Co. He is an agent with
Northwestern's Robert E. Pogue general
agency in Richmond
George G. Ritchie Jr., B'45, has retired
from the practice of psychiatry and is living
at "Even Keel" on Indian Creek in Kilmarnock, Va.
David W. Branch, M.D., R'48, of Roanoke,
Va., has been named chairman of the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Virginia board of
directors for a one-year term. He has been
a member of the board since 1985.
Morris E. Cather Jr., R'49, GSS, is p.istor

~~;~ ~fi~~, ~~;~'.~9~h::,~~

named a compensation officer with Signet
Bank-Virginia
Harold W. Smithson, R'49, retired from
the U.S. Postal Service in November 1986
He has moved to Lake County, Fla., where
he is busy writing poetry and gospel music.
Ben Triplett, B'49, retired from Triplett
Realtors and has moved to the Suncoast
(Florida)

'50s
Thomas L Bondurant, R'S0, has been

awarded the associate member award by
the Independent Insurance Agents of Va.
He is general manager of the Commercial
Insurance Division of Aetna Life and
Casualty
Russell Cheatham, B'53, has been
appointed to the board of directors of Citizens and Southern Bank (C&S) in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
L Ray Ashworth, R'56, has been elected
executive vice president and secretary of
the Va. Trucking Association.
Thomas F. Mabe, R'56, has been named
vice president for development at Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville,
Ky. Dr. !vtabe is a graduate of UR and
Southeastern Seminary and has been serving as vice president of the Baptist Medical
Center Foundation in Kansas City, Mo
Robert B. Dyer, B'58, is president of Bob
gri:\,~~~~;=:,~~:;;,~-;~rincipal in

~~~;~:i

:~tX~a~f
\h~r~:~s::n~ii~~mcmber of the Va. Society of Certified
Public Accountants. He has been a member
of the society since 1961 and is a former
president.
Jam1:5 ~- ~arrar Jr., R'59, is director of sys~
tern 1mtiatives with £-Systems Melp.lr Ow1sion in Falls Church, Va.
Robert C. Lackey Jr., R'59, has been
appointed manager of Ford Parts and Service Division's Chicago district office in
Melrose Park, Ill. He has been with Ford
since 1963.
Major W. Mansfield Jr., R'59, is a unit
manager with M&M/Mars in Mechanicsville, Va.

'60s
CG. McDaniel, 8'60, of Hilldrup Moving
and Storage Co. in Fredericksburg, Va., has
been elected to serve on the executive
committee of the Va. Trucking Association
The Hon. Charles E. King Jr., 8'61, clerk
of the Circuit Court of Gloucester County,
Va., has been elected president of the Va
Court Clerks Association.
Makolm L. Wells, 8'61, of Wells, Coleman
& Co., has been elected vice president of
the Estate Planning Council of Richmond
James Newton McGinnis, 8'62, is principal
of Benedictine High School in Richmond.
Joseph M. Teefey, R'62, has been pror:ioted to executive v!ce president ~f operations with Brandermill Woods Retrrement
Community.
The Hon. Michael M. Foreman, R'63, clerk
of the Circuit Court of Winchester, Va.,
has been elected third vice-president of the
Va. Court Clerks Association.
The Rev. Allen L. Puffenburger, R'63, pastor of St. Paul's United Methodist Church
in Elida, Ohio, is the author of a recently
published book, Wonls for thr Wrnry. The
book is a volume of 17 sermons for lent

and Easter.
Robert Holsten, B'64, president of E.A
Holsten Inc., has been elected a director
with Junior Achievement of Richmond Inc
James G. Rennie Jr., 8'64, has been
appointed director of administrative affairs
with Gary, Stosch, Walls & Co., P.C., a
Richmond-based public accounting firm.
W. David PTice, R'66, is an area sales manager with Better-Silt Aluminum Corp. in
Smyrna, Tenn
T. Nelson Flippo, 8'67, of Flippo Lumber
Corp. in Doswell, Va., has been elected
second vice-president of the Va. Trucking
Association.
James E. Harris, 8'68, a p.irtner with
McGladrey, Hendrickson & Pullen, has
been elected to the board of directors of
the Va. Society of Certified Public Accountants for 1987-88.
Emanuel A. Bertin, L'69, was the recipient
of the Pennsylvania Bar Association's Special Achievement Award in May 1987. He
is also the chairman of the juvenile law
committee of the American Bar Association
James R. Darlington, 8'69, is director of
financial planning with Clark Material Systems Technology in Lexington, Ky
D. Weeks Heilman, M.D., B'69, is an
emergency medicine specialist with Rockdale Hospital of the Physician Sunbelt
Emergency System in Conyers, Ga.
Thomas A. Latham, 8'69, is executive vice
president and general manager with W.M
Brown & Son Inc., a Richmond printing firm
Hugh A. Richeson Jr., B'69, an attorney in
Palm Harbor, Fla., was recently named a
field representative with the Full Gospel
Business Men's Fellowship International,
an organization with chapters in over 90
countries. He is also a life member of the
Florida Council of Bar Association Presidents. In July, his son, Hugh rn, was a
member of the team that won the national
Junior Olympics Soccer championship in
the under- 12 age group
Fred D. Smith, Jr., R'69, is a p.irtner in the
new law firm of Minor & Smith, Attorneys and Counsellors at Law. The firm will
emphasize trial pr.ictice including personal
injury, death by wrongful act, products liability, medical negligence and commercial
litigation.
Robert S. Uk.rap, 8'69, executive vice president of Ukrop's Super Markets Inc. of
Richmond, was elected a trustee of the
Darden School Sponsors at U.Va. Elected
for a three-year term, he joins other business executives who as trustees manage
the Darden School Sponsors organization,
a non-profit foundation which supports
The Darden School. Ukrop received a 8.5.
from UR and an MBA from The Darden
School

'70s
Richard E. Duncan, B70, is a colonel in the
Army Reserve and recently graduated

from the U.S. Army War College Corresponding Studies Course at Carlisle Barracks, Pa. He is an armor officer with the
310th Support Command at Ft. Belvoir, Va
Paul N. Shelley, R'70, 8'80, G'so, manager
of personnel relations with lnfiko Degre-mont, has been elected a director with
Southern Health Management Corp
John M. Wiatt Jr., U'70, 8'74, has been
named regional executive officer for the
Richmond region of Dominion Bank of
Richmond.
Waldo M. Abbot, 8'71, is a vice president
with Chemical Bank in New York City
Thomas N. Innes, R'71, president of
Brooks & Innes Inc., was awarded the
Richmond Board of Realtors Inc. C. Porter
Vaughan Jr. Outstanding Service Award.
The award recognizes faithfulness to the
principles of organized real estate, strict
adherence to the Code of Ethics and notable service for the real estate profession,
the Richmond Board and the public. Innes
has been a realtor for nearly 15 years
Charles Chaney Segrist Jr., R'71, is an airline ramp serviceman with Eastern Airlines
at Washington National Airport
Robert W. Traylor Jr., R'71, is a staff manager with Bell Atlantic in Arlington, Va.
Michael A. Bellanca, R'72, has been named
environmental manager with Chesapeake
Corp.'s kraft products mill in West Point, Va.
Gerald 5. Greenway, R'72, has been
named office manager for the Richmond
office of the Pitman Co., a New Jerseybased firm that distributes graphic arts
equipment and supplies.
Henry Holswade, 8'72, has been promoted
to vice president-sales with Sterile Con-

~~n~. Paul, 8'72, is a vice president

with Sovran Financial Corp. in Norfolk,

v,

Moffett E. Skinner, 8'72, has been named
senior vice president- finance with Boatmen's First National Bank of Kansas City,
Mo
B. Randolph Wilkinson, R'72, is the proprietor of B. Randolph Wilkinson Windsor
Chairs in Richmond. He is a small-shop
furniture maker and his business and his
chairs were the subject of a June 22, 1987,
article in Thr Richmond TimfS Di5p11/ch, "No
hunying a Windsor."
Robert K. Blake, G'73, has been named a
first vice president with Sovran Bank, N.A.
He joined the bank in 1969 and is a commercial credit executive in the credit administration division.
Robert Casby Brizendine, R'73, received a
master of divinity degree from Duke U. in
May 1987.
Stephen D. Campbell, 8'73, has been
named city executive for NCNB National
Bank in Gastonia, N.C. He has been with
NCNB since 1978 and is currently a vice
president. In addition to a bachelor's degree
in business administration from UR, he
holds an MBA from Vanderbilt U
~~n~~~:;ri~e;i!1i1cr~o~d~fR~':fted to
Ernst & Whinney. He has been with the
firm since 1973.
Don Dale, R'73, wrote, produced and
directed a series of three videotaped news
releases for the Va. Museum of Fine Arts
~~:;g~a;
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America's 19th Annual Film/Video Festival
competition for 1986. He is the assistant
manager of public affairs with the
museum.
William F. Uhlik, B'73, has been promoted
to senior manager with the Richmond
office of Ernst&. Whinney. He has been
with the firm since 1984.
Harvey L. Bryant Ill, L'74, is going public
after practicing for eight years with the
Norfolk firm of Rabinowitz, Rafa], Swartz,
Gilbert and Bryant P.C. in which he was a
partner. In October he accepted a position
in the criminal division of the Norfolk U.S
Attorney's Office for the Eastern District.
This won't be the first time; before going
into private practice, he was a deputy
commonwealth's attorney in Norfolk for
four years.
Richard James Cooper, 8'74, is a controller
with Revlon in Edison, N.J
J. Benjamin Dick, l '74, and his wife, Darlene, have two children, Brittany Leigh,
born in 1986; and Benjamin Tyler, born
July 4, 1987. He has just completed 150
hours of a trial advocacy course. The family currently resides in Charlottesville, Va
David 5. Feibish, R'74, has been named an
associate broker with Joyner & Co. Realtors in Richmond.
John Henry Hensley, 8'74, is president and
owner of H.C. Hensley and Associates Inc
in Waynesboro, Va.
David H. Howe, R'74, assistant director of
Va. Automated Clearing House Association, has been elected secretary of that
organization.
F. William Miles III, 8'74, has been promoted to senior vice president in the operations division of Sovran Services in Richmond with Sovran Financial Corp. He
joined the bank in 1967 and serves as
assistant facilities manager for the corporation in Virginia
Rodney D. Allen, R'75, G'79, is a sales
representative with William H. Rorer
Pharmaceuticals, where he was district
sales representative of the year for 1985
and 1986. Rodney, his wife, Mary Jo, and
three sons-David, 10; Dan, seven; and
Joseph, four-have recently moved to a
new home in Ashland, Va.
William R. Blandford Jr., B'75, L'78, has
joined the staff of the Va. Manufacturer's
Association as director of taxation and
environmental affairs.
C. Bernard Cross, M.D., R'75, G'7S, is currently in his chief residency ye;ir in general
surgery at the Geisinger Medical Center in
Danville, Pa
Donald T. Flippin, 8'75, is a key account
manager with Brown and Williamson
Tobacco Corp. in New Palestine, Ind
John Ross Greer, R'75, is marketing and
sales director at Governor's Antiques in
Mechanicsville, Va.
William J. Hotchkiss, R'75, G'76, is an
insurance salesman with Walker, Gaskins
and Snidow in Richmond
Stephen V. McCardell, 8'75, is senior control buyer with Land's End-Direct Merchants in Dodgeville, Wis. He, his wife, and
three children- Erin, eight; Kelly, four;
and Stephen, three- have built a new
home in Madison, Wis.
Thomas P. Olivieri, L'75, and his wife Pat
have three children: Maura, 10; Ian, seven;
and Patrick, seven months old. The family

currently resides in Maplewood, N.J.
George G. Rosenberger Jr., L'75, has been
appointed to the New Jersey Association of
Trial lawyers Board of Governors.
Rita Sell Skiba, G'75, is a preschool director with Brandermill Church in Midlothian, Va.
William R. Via, 8'75, was mentioned in a
recent article, "They Tell You What to Buy
and When to Sell," featuring a list of the
"best stockbrokers" in the Fall 1987 special
issue of Money magazine. He is with Paine
Webber in Richmond
David Edward Anderton Jr., R'76, received
a master of forestry degree from Duke U.
in May 1987.
C. Alan Chudoba, R'76, has been promoted to vice president and controller with
Sovran Mortgage Corp. He has been with
Sovran since 1976 and is responsible for all
corporate accounting functions as well as
management and investor reporting.
A.G. Mason Dirickson, G'76, administration manager of Richfood Inc., has been
elected a director with the Southern
Health Management Corp.
William R. Gibbs, R'76, is a criminal investigator with the James City County Police
Department in Williamsburg, Va.
~~!:i~eJ~he1~it~7~~n::::~~ Ch:~lottesville, Va.
Mark H. Mapp, R'76, is a lawyer with
Williams, Worrell, Kelly and Greer in Norfolk, Va.
Susan Early Otero, M.D., G'76, has a solo
practice in plastic and reconstructive
surgery in Washington, D.C.
Steven K. VonCanon, 8'76, is a senior
financial analyst with the Va. Department
of Accounts. He received his MBA from

vcu.

James L. Walker Jr., R'76, represented
Guam in the Men's Marathon at the
World Track and Field Championships in
Rome, Aug. 30-Sept. 6, 1987. He was
chosen on the basis of his Boston Marathon lime of 2:47:56.
Bradley B. Cavedo, R'77, has joined the
law firm of McCarthy and Durrette of
Richmond as an associate attorney.
Robert Flax, L'77, h.is been appointed to
the Va. State Advisory Council to the
National legal Services Corp. by Gov
Gerald L. Baliles. The council advises legal
aid programs for the indigent. The
appointment will be for at least one year.
He had previously served the maximum of
three consecutive terms on the council during the tenure of Gov. Charles 5. Robb
Rax has also been reappointed to the legal
aid committee of the Va. State Bar; he had
served as its chairman for 1986-1987. In
addition, he has been the president of the
Richmond lodge of B'nai B'rith and a
member of the steering committee of the
Small Business Council of the Metropolitan Richmond Chamber of Commerce.
David N. Grimes, l'77, is joining the
general pr.ictice of Warren, Parker,
Williams, Stilwell and Morrison in Danville,
Va. He was formerly assistant commonwealth's attorney for Pittsylvania County.
Bradford Landon, L'77, and his wife
Tucker Landon, l'78, had a son named
Nathaniel in February 1987. The Landons
remain very busy working and raising
their family in Pa

Glenn Antony Lovette, B'77, is director of
retail operations with Pennsylvania House
Furniture Co. in Lewisburg, Pa.
Barry K. Scott, R'77, has been named vice
president and branch manager of the Va.
office of Tri-State General Insurance
Agency ltd. in Richmond.
Margie Brown Snyder, B'77, is managing
director of James River Certified Development Coll). in Richmond.
Randolph W. Allensworth, R'78, is an
associate pastor with Oak Grove Baptist
Church in Richmond.
Joseph M. Clarke II, L'78, is a partner in
the Roanoke firm of Dodson, Pence, Viar,
Young & Woodmm. ln addition, he is a
substitute judge in the 23rd Judicial District
and the author of "Virginia Criminal Law
Casefinder," published by The Michie Co.
(1987}.
Brian Hurd Carroll, M.D., R'78, graduated
in June from St. George's U. School of
Medicine in Grenada.
Stephen B. Channey, MD., R'78, is doing
his residence at Providence Hospital in
Washington, D.C., where he is specializing
in obstetrics and gynerology. He graduated
last June from St. George's U. School of
Medicine in Grenada
Edward P. Godsey, U'78, has been named
director of human services with the Chesapeake Corp.
G. Scott Hetzer, 8'78, has been named a
vice president with Sovran Financial Coll)
He is a corporate finance officer in the
operations division of Sovran Services and
joined the bank in 1984
Woodward L. Kaye, 8'78, has been promoted to vice president in Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Co.'s Securities Sales and
Trading Department. He is a public finance
specialist providing inveshnent and financial advisory services for real estate
investment related transactions. Kaye
received a B.S. degree from UR and an
MBA from George Washington U. He
joined the bank in 1982 and resides in New
York City.
Daniel Stephan Keenan, R'78, is in quality
assurance with Koch Industries Inc. in
Reading, Pa. He is also flying in the U.S.
Marine Reserve at Willow Grove, Pa
Kenneth E. Powell, L'78, has become an
owner in the firm of Hazel, Thomas, Fiske,
Beckhorn & Hanes, the state's third largest
law firm. He is putting to work his master's degree in law and taxation by taking
charge of the business practice in the
Richmond office. In May 1987 the Fraternal Order of Police in Va. presented him
with their 1986 Distinguished Service
Award. This award is presented to the citizen who best exemplifies the principles of
law and order and the promotion of those
principles in society.
Frederick W. Pfanz, 8'78, is a captain in the
U.S. Army and has recently graduated
from the Army's Combined Arms and
Services Staff School in Fort Leavenworth,
Kao.
Christopher A. Rogge, 8'78, 8'85, is planning and analysis coordinator for Ethyl
Corp. in St. Petersburg, Fla
Maj. Andrew M. Sheridan Jr., R78, is a
state mobilization officer with the Va
Army National Guard in Richmond. He
resides with his wife, Donna Ivey Sheridan, W79, and four sons in Richmond

Daniel K. Stevenson, R'78, is a budget/
planning analyst with the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, D.C.
John J. Swenson, R'78, is general manager
of Zurbach Steel Corp. in Southington,
Conn
Cynthia M. Weidler, 8'78, has joined
Signet Bank/Virginia as an assistant vice
president and commercial services officer in
the middle market division,
frank B. Atkinson, R'79, an associate in
the Richmond office of McGuire, Woods,
Battle & Boothe, has accepted an appointment as senior counsel to U.S. Attorney
General Edwin Meese Ill. Atkinson
received a B.A. degree from UR and a law
degree from the U.Va. School of Law,
Frank and his wife, Diane Trifari Atkinson, L'85, will reside in Washington, D.C.
Janet Rockafellar Fowles, L'79, has
resumed use of her maiden name and can
now be found as Janet L. Rockafellar. She
is now a senior trust officer of first Kentucky Trust Co. in Louisville, Ky
Kevin M. Jones, R79, is a captain in the
U.S. Army at Fort Story, Va
Will Rogers Kitchen II, R'79, is working
toward a graduate degree in sports management at UR and is a graduate student
assistant in the football office.
Mary C. Lutkenhaus, 8'79, has been
named a product development officer with
Signet Bank in Richmond. She will be
responsible for the development and management of consumer loon products.
John Carroll Shelton, B'79, is northeast
regional manager with U.S. Cellular
Mobile Telephone Network in Abescon,
N.]. He and his wife have three children·
Timothy, five; Tamara, three; and Ashley,
one.
Lawrence E. Terry Jr., R'79, is a sales
representative with Rampart Packaging in
Williamsburg, Va. He is looking forward to
moving back to the Richmond area
Patricia L. Westbrook, 8'79, has been
named a vice president with Dominion
Bank of Richmond. She joined the bank in
1979
Dennis R. Winston, G'79, is an arts
resource teacher with the Richmond City
School's Arts and Humanities Center in
Richmond. He is also an instructor in "Arts
in Education" with the Va. Museum.
John Jay Yudkin, R'79, is a Va. sales representative with Sandoz in Richmond

'80s
Michael Ballato, L'80, has returned from
Australia and New Zealand where he
spent January and February 1987. He
attended the America's Cup Races and
visited relatives in Fremantle, Australia. He
also attended ceremonies in the Australian
High Court in Canberra. Mike is
president-elect for the Henrico County Bar
Association and is going to be a director for
the Va. Student Aid Foundation.
Catherine Clay Harrington, 8'80, is a
mortgage loan processor with Sovran
Mortgage Corp. in Midlothian, Va.
Mark T. Ipock, R'BO, is a private first class
in the U.S. Army and has completed his
basic training at Fort Dix, N.J
Jim Keplesky, 8'80, is with Golf Digest mag-

azine in New York City.
Liz Palmer Keplesky, 8'80, is with Combi
Industries, a juvenile products firm, in
Stanford, Conn.
Mark T. Leonard, 8'80, is an administrative resident with HCA Park View Medical
Center in Nashville, Tenn.
David Carlton Lundahl, 8'80, is commanding officer on the U.S.S. Willamette out of
San Francisco, Calif.
Clarence M. Mills III, B'so, is an architectural representative with N.B. Handy Co.
in Greensboro, N.C.
Sidney R. Pace 11, L'BO, and wife Teri have
recently purchased a new home and farm
in Unionville, Va.
Derwood H. Rusher II, L'80, recently married V. Ashley Simmons, a graduate of the
U. of Kentucky College of law. Derwood
is employed by Womble, Carlisle, Sandridge & Rice, and the couple lives in
Winston-Salem. N.C
John H. Settle Jr., 8'80, RBD'85, has been
named an investment broker with Wheat,
First Securities Inc. in Richmond
Tredway S. Spratley, R'BO, is vice president
and director of leasing with Combined
Properties Inc. in Washington, D.C.
J. Craig Via, R'80, is a real estate broker
with Coldwell Banker Residential Real
Estate in Dallas, Texas.
Eric D. White, L'80, is currently employed
with Morchower, Luxton & Whaley in
Richmond where he is specializing in criminal defense, personal injury and domestic
litigation.
Nirvana Rabab Butti, 8'81, re<:eived an
MBA from Duke U. in May 1987.
John ford Carmack, M.D., R'81, graduated
from St. George's U. School of Medicine in
Grenada in June 1987, He is now doing his
residency at Va. Baptist Hospital in Lynchburg, Va., where he is specializing in family
practice
John Chace, 8'81, is a hospital malpractice
insurance underwriter for the Va. Insurance Reciprocal. He will complete his
CPCU designation in the spring of 1988
Kristin Ellies Chace, 8'81, is the dire<:tor of
financial reporting for Life of Virginia
Mary G. Commander, L'81, is a new
partner with the Norfolk, Va., firm of
Goldblatt, Lipkin, Cohen, Anderson, Jenkins & Legum
J. Mark Gregory, L'S!, is the assistant corporate secretary of Signet Banking Corp
Janine Snead Hiller, L'81, was granted
tenure and promoted to associate professor
of business law at Va. Tech
Thomas J. Holt, 8'81, has been promoted
to audit manager in the Richmond office of
Coopers & Lybrand.
Walter E. Murray, R'81, is manager, SPC
and Analytical Services for Chesapeake
Corp. in West Point, Va. He, his wife,
Mary Kay, and two children, Benjamin and
Zachary, live in Williamsburg, Va.
George Pantelakos, M.D., R'81, graduated
from East Carolina Medical School in May
1987, and is doing his family practice residency at Riverside Hospital in Newport
News,Va
Joseph f. Pohl, M.D., R'S!, is a physician
with the U.S. Anny in Fort lewis, Wash
Nicholas C. Richardson, R'8I, is a commercial loon officer with Mercantile Safe
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commercial loon officer with First Union
National Bank of North Carolina in Charlotte, N.C
Rebecca Rios-Kohn, L'81, and her husband
Henri-Armand wish to announce the birth
of their daughter, Andrea Isabelle, on Junt'
14, 1987.Thefamilycurrentlyresidesin
Westchester County, N.Y
Richard M. Spiers Jr., 8'81, has been
elected president of the Richmond area
chapter of Chartered Property and Casualty Underwriters for 1987-88. He is with
Royal Insurance.
Mark F. Terry, R'81, is a second lieutenant
in the Air Force and recently graduated
from the U.S. Air Force manpower management officer course at Keesler Air Force
Base,Miss.
Alan C. Thompson, R'8I, is a pastor with
Hillsboro Baptist Church in Crozet, Va. He
has two children, Emily Renee, three; and
Stephen Alan, one.
Donald J. Upperco, R'S!, teaches high
school English at Sterling High School in
Houston, Texas
Robert H. Whitt Jr., L'8l, has been named
to the fifth edition of Marquis Who's Who
in American Law for 1987-88 in recognition of his achievements in the practice of
lawandforhiscontributionsinthecommunity. Whitt married Sharon Hines in
1984 and opened his own private practice
in1985.Heservesasamemberofthe
committee for legal services to the community of the Va. State Bar AsS(x:iation, as
secretary of the Danville Bar Ass.ociation,
as chairman of Executive Directors and
Past-Presidents of the Danville Estate
Planning Council as well as various other
civic, religious and political organizations.
Charles T. Albert Jr., R'82, is a s.1les representative for UNUM in Columbia, Md
Allen f. Bareford, R'82, L'85, is serving
with the Army Judge Advocate General's
Office at Fort Devers, Mass. He has served
asaprosecutor,anadministrativelaw
officer and is presently a legal assistance
officer.
Paige M. Browder, 8'82, has bem named a
manager in the accounting/auditing
department of the Richmond office of Peat
Marwick Main & Co. She is a specialist in
government and banking practices, and has
been with the firm since 1982.
Edward Fansler, R'82, is an underwriter
with Landmark Financial Servict'S in Silver
Spring, Md.
J. Roland Hagan Jr., 8'82, is a project
administrator with IBM in New York City.
Jay W. Howard Jr., R'82, leaches social
studies and swimming at St. Martin's Episcopal School in Metairit', La. He also serves
as softball coach and assistant football
coach.
Daniel L. Kiley Jr., R'82, has been named
an officer with Sovran Financial Corp. He
is an assistant vice president in the Sovran
Investment Corp. in Richmond.
Keith A. O'Connell, 8'82, has joined the
law firm of McCarthy & Durrette of
Richmond as an associate attorney
Elizabeth A. Sheridan, 8'82, has been
named a manager in the accounting/auditing department of the Richmond office of
Peat Marwick Main and Co. She is a specialist in the middle market practice and
has been with the firm since 1982
Randy Wheeless, R'82, has joined the staff

of Carolina Country and the North Carolina
Association of Electric Cooperatives. He
will be an information specialist at
NCAEC, handling various writing, editing
and photography assignments. He will also
serve as a staff writer/photographer and
contributing editor for Carolina CoMn/y, the
association's monthly consumer
publication
Todd A. Gattoni, R'83, after attending UR
for a year, graduated with a B.A. from the
U. of Massachusetts. He graduated in 1986
with a J.0. from the Franklin Pierce Law
Center in Concord, N.H. He passed the
1987Massachusettsbarexamandwillbe
practicing law with his father, attorney
Joseph A. Gattoni, in Milford, Mass. Todd
lives with his wife, Kathleen, and son,
Ryan, in Milford.
Walter K. Hannabass, 8'83, has been promoted to credit officer with Dominion
Bank of Richmond. He joined the bank in
1985asacreditanalysl
John W. Hart, 8'83, L'86, is an attorney
with Martin J. Ganderson, Esq., in Norfolk,

Va.

William C. Herbert III, L'83, and J. Overton Harris, L'85, of the law firm of Herbert and Harris are pleased to announce
the firm's relocation to Suite 304,201
North Washington Highway, Ashland, Va.
23005.
Geoffrey Kent, 8'83, has joined The Biunetics Corp. as an accounting manager. He
is responsible for the accounts payable and
receivable functions, and for payroll activities for Bionetics and its Mercury- Consolidated Division. He re<:eived a B.S. in
accounting from UR and is a Certified Public Acruuntant.
Jacqueline Maykranz Kraeutler, L'83, and
her husband Eric had a baby boy, Matthew
~~h;es~J::~~lPh~d!~hi!:' 1987. The famKimberly VanHuss Lis, 8'83, has been
named a manager in the tax department of
the Richmond office of Peat Marwick Main
and Co. She is a specialist in the health
care, not-for-profit and insurance industries, and has been with the firm since
1983
James P. Martin, 8'83, is a district s.1les
manager for tht' Meredith Corp.
Deborah R. O'Neill, 8'83, has been named
a manager in the accounting/auditing
department of the Richmond office of Peat
Marwick Main and Co. She is a health care
specialist and has been with the firm since
1985.
Lisa Weiner, 8'83, has been appointed production manager with the advertising
~J~~h;~~~~dall, Matus and Coughter Inc.
Glenn J. Davis, R'84, received a master of
divinity degree from Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary- in May 1987. He is
currently training to be a Bible translator/
linguist with Wycliffe Bible Translators
John f. Dombrowski, R'84, is a medical
student at Georgetown U.
Glen Jordan, 8'84, is an investment officer
with Norstar Trust Co. in Rochester, N.Y
Nancy A. Lindquist, 8'84, is a corporate
loon officer for Equitable Bank in Tow son,
Md
Kathleen Martin, L'84, recently began
teaching part-time in the Legal Assistants
Program at the Central Va. Community

College in Lynchburg
Jamie N. Parash, 6'84, is VideoPac manager with National Wholesale Druggists'
Association in Alexandria, Va
Susan E. Scovill, L'84, is employed as a
complaints administrator for the Va.
Department of Commerce in Richmond.
Valerie E. Thomson, 8'84, is assistant controller with WXFL-TV in Tampa, Fla
James J. Tinkham, 8'84, is an attorney
with Kaufman and Canoles in Norfolk, Va
Rod Word, R'84, is in sales with the Richmond office of the Henson Material Handling Co.
Sharon L. Breeden, L'85, is an assistant
commonwealth's attorney in the Chesterfield County Commonwealth's Attorney
Office.
Richard D. Corey, R'85, is a district manager with Rrodrr", Digest in Fairfax, Va.
Mary Lou S. Cowles, U'85, is a secretary
with E.I. duPont de Nemour and Co. Inc.
in Richmond
Kenneth C. Hirtz, L'85, is a captain in the
U.S. Army stationed at Ft. Knox, Ky.,
working in the legal assistance office. His
wife, Ryan, is an image consultant with
BeautiControl Cosmetics and is showing
their horse on the Kentucky Horse Show's
association circuit.
Forbes S. Hopper, 8'85, is a trading assistant with Citicorp in Manhattan, N.Y
David F. Houghton, R'85, is a purchasing
assistant with UR.
Allen H. Jones, R'85, is an account executive with Congressional Mortgage in
Mclean, Va. His interest in politics has
continued,and hewasre<:ent!yselectedas
chairman of Youth for George Bush for
President for Va. and N.C. Allen recently
purchased a home and is living in Oakton,

Va
Stewart T. Leeth, R'85, is a second-year
law student at The T.C. Williams School of
Law
Mark Nichols, R'85, is an equipment control supervisor with Sea-Land Service in
Elizabeth, N.J.
Edward M. Macon, L'85, is working as an
associate in the litigation department of
McGuire, Woods, Battle and Boothe in
Richmond
Donald L. Pickard, 8'85, is president of
Building Operations Support Services Inc
in Richmond.
Nancy Ann Rogers, L'85, is now associated
with the firm of Jones and Jones in
Richmond
Brian J. Spalding, R'85, is a territory- manager with Reynolds Metals Co. in Playa
Del Rey, Calif.
Rubin M. Stavor, L'85, is currently associated with the firm of Killian & Gephart
in Harrisburg, Pa
Lisa K. Tully, L'85, is currently employed
by Lawyers Title Insurance Co. She gave
birth to a baby girl named Meliss.1 Layne
onAug.1, 1987.
Kathryn C. Tomaselli Walker, 6'85, isan
accountant with Thomas Havey and Co.,
CPAs, in Washington, D.C.
Curt D. Angstadt, 8'86, has been named a
credit analyst officer with Sovran Bank,
N.A
Kevin T. Camilli, 8'86, is a trading assistant with Citibank N.A. in New York City
Brian J. Domster, R'86, is an airman first
class with the Air National Guard. He

recently graduated from Air Force basic
training at Lackland Air Force Base in Texas.
Donna L. Graham, G'86, is a law student
at the U. of Tenn. in Knoxville.
Cheryl M. Matson, 8'86, has been promoted to credit officer with Signet Bank/
Virginia.
Averette P. Myers Jr., 8'86, is a trainee in
the financial management program with
General Electric Co. in Charlottesville, Va.
SangSu S. Oltromonto, 8'86, is an insurance collateral accountant with the Va
Department of the Treasury in Richmond.
He also serves as a second lieutenant in the
Army Reserves and completed quartermaster officer basic training in December 1986.
James J. Shea Ill, R'86, is a senior mutual
fund accountant with State Street Bank in
N. Quincy, Mass.
Ann Wood, 8'86, is a supervisor with First
Virginia Bank in Falls Church, Va.
Michael A. Althans, R'87, is an insurance
agent with Althans Insurance Agency in
Chagrin Falls, Ohio.
Robert S. Augustine, 8'87, is a bank examiner with Federal Home Loan Bank of
Atlanta in Atlanta, Ga
Sandra L Berdolt, 8'87, is a fund accountant with Dreyfus Corp. in New York
City.
Karen R. Bischof, 8'87, is a financial analyst with The Computer Co. in Richmond.
Marie L Borges, 8'87, is an accounting
man.iger with Promotional Considerations
in Richmond.
Leslie M. Brown, 8'87, is a management
trainee-credit analyst for Equitable Bank,
N.A., in Baltimore, Md.
Valerie Anne Butler, 8'87, is an operations
analyst with Vie de France in McLean, Va.
Cheryl Clark, 8'87, is a manager with
Stage Depot in Pennington, N.J.
Robert W. Cook, 8'87, is in international
institutional s.i!es with Cyrus T. Lawrence
in New York City.
Julia Ann Crandall, 8'87, is an NMS/
National List Analyst trainee with NASO
in Washington, D.C.
Christine Davies, 8'87, is an assistant
accountant with Peat Marwick in Philadelphia, Pa.
Dr. Samuel C. Dillender, 8'87, is a
research chemist with Allied-Signal in
Petersburg, Va.
David J. Dip, 8'87, is a sales representative
with Mortoral C&E in Richmond, Va.
Brian P. Donohue, 8'87, is in branch management with Equitable Bank in Cockeysville, Md.

~~hj.~_1tf::tl~:. icr;:af~ R=1~~-:t
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Jay R Dyer, 8'87, is a corporate associate
with First Union National Bank in Charlotte, N.C.
John F. Else, R'87, is with Hyatt in Richmond; he is attending VCU.
Maureen A. Flynn, 8'87, is an account
executive with AT&T in Piscataway, N.J
Brenda Lee Fogg. 8'87, is a research assistant with Thompson Everett Inc. in
Richmond.
Dean G. Fredenburgh, 8'87, is a regional
sales manager with Atlanta Corp. in New
York City.
Elizabeth R. Gambino, 8'87, is a staff
accountant with Ernst & Whinney in New
York City.

Christine Gillan, 8'87 is personnel assistant/employment coordinator with
McGraw Hill Publications in New York

~ey H. Gray, 8'87, is a state trooper

with the Va. Department of State Police in
Richmond.
E. Kenneth Guarino, 8'87, is an administrative assistant-pension with Bankers
Trust Co. in Jersey City, N.J.
Richard L. Hawthorne, U'87, is a merchan~J.';=\~gRk~~r;;nJ_anager with

Eng P. Heah, 8'87, is a planning coordinator with Dominion Resources Inc. in
Richmond.
Nancy E. Heim, 8'87, is a sales associate
with Laura Ashley in Bethesda, Md.
Heather E. Heiskell, L'87, has joined the
Charleston, W.Va., law finn of Spilman,
Thomas, Battle & Klostenneyer as an
associate.
Victoria Anne Hilsky, 8'87, is a staff
accountant with Ernst & Whinney in New
York City.
Beth Anne Jacobson, 8'87, is an auditor
with the State Corporation Commission in
Richmond.
Hilary M. Jones, 8'87, is in shareholder
services with T. Rone Price in Baltimore,

Md.
Stacy L Keller, 8'87, is an auditor with
Price Waterhouse in Richmond.
Shannon M. Kelley, 8'87, is a registered
Gfe~A~:~~i~:~ith First Investors Corp. in
Kristin N. Kem, 8'87, is a retail management trainee with First Virginia Bank in
Fal!s Church, Va.
Jennifer Lynne Kistler, 8'87, is in sales
with Estee Lauder at Thalhimers in
Richmond.
Richard P. Kromka, 8'87, is a foreign
exchange currency analyst and assistant
tr.ider with Chemical Bank in New York
City
Warren D. Kurtz, 8'87, is an accountant
with General Electric Co. in Cleveland,
Ohio
William K. Lane Ill, 8'87, is a sales representative with Industrial Chemicals in
Richmond. He is working on his MBA at
VCU.
David T. Leaf, 8'87, is a senior engineer
with Va. Power in Glen Allen, Va.
David C. Little, 8'87, is in commercial
banking with Maryland National Bank in
Baltimore.
Emund S. Lynch, 8'87, is a staff accountant
with Wade & Santora in Wilmington, Del.
Kathleen A. Lynch, 8'87, is a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army at Ft. Ben Harrison
in Indiana.
Maria B. Maloney, 8'87, is an employee
benefits representative- HMO specialist
with Aetna Life and Casualty in Hartford,
Conn.
Kristine C. Manning. 8'87, is an agent
with Va. Asset Management in Richmond
Stephen J. Marsh, 8'87, is a claims representative with Allstate Insurance Corp. in
Hunt Valley, Md.
James P. Maivel Ill, R'87, is a territory
sales manager with Coca-Cola USA in
Hanover, Md.
John Matson, 8'87, is a block trader with
Thomson & McKinnon Securities in New
York City.

Catherine A. McCallum, 8'87, is studying
finance and international business at the U
of Chicago.
Catherine McGeorge, 8'87, is working
toward an MBA degree at Va. Tech.
Robert E. Meyers, 8'87, is a staff accountant with Peat Marwick Main & Co. in
Short Hills, N.J.
James B. Miller, 8'87, is an assistant manager with Dans Fan City in Richmond.
Christine M. Moore, 8'87, is an assistant
accountant with Peat Marwick & Main in
Philadelphia, Pa
Keith L. Murray, 8'87, is a marketing sup[n~i:hm~~ir with Yates Business Systems
Pau1 G. Murray, 8'87, is a staff .iccountant
with Seidman and Seidman/BOO in
Richmond.
David Perry Neel, 8'87, is a CPA staff
accountant with Peat, Marwick, Main &
Co. in Richmond.
David E. Nisenson, 8'87, is a staff engineer
with Va. Power in Richmond.
Cindy Peake-Heath, G'87, is director of
recreation at Lehigh Resort in Lehigh, Fla.
James C. Purcell, 8'87, is a sales intern
with Automatic Data Processing in
Richmond.
Jeffrey J. Quinn, 8'87, is a staff accountant
with Ernst & Whinney in Hartford, Conn
Joseph A. Runk Jr., 8'87, is a bank examiner with the Federal Reserve Bank of
Richmond
Laura Kaye Smith, 8'87, is a casualty
underwriter with Aetna Life and Casualty
in Richmond.
Joel Sorger, R'87, is in his first year of
medical school at Medical College of Va.
Mark C. Stevens, 8'87, is an associate
accountant with Va. Power in Richmond.
Elizabeth Sullivan, 8'87, is .i sales assistant
with Morgan Stanley in New York City.
Stacy P. Thompson, L'87, and her husband
Richard had a baby girl, Elizabeth Lynn
Thompson, on Aug. 16, 1987. Stacy began
work as an associate with Sands, Anderson, Marks & Miller in Richmond in
October.
Lindsay L. Voltz, 8'87, is a field representative, employee benefits department, with
The Travelers in Roanoke, Va
Kris Wichern, 8'87, is a management trainee in government operations with Bear,
Steams & Co. in New York City
Stacy Louis Wildman, 8'87, is an auditor
with McGladrey, Hendrickson & Pullen in
Richmond.
Wendy L Wilson, 8'87, is an accountant
with Ernst & Whinney in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Kenneth W. Wren Jr., 8'87, is a management associate with Crestar Bank in Norfolk, Va.

MARRIAGES
Susan H. Early, G'76, and J. Paulo Otero,
May 17, 1986.
Steven K. VonCanon, 8"76, and Kathleen J.
Lucas, Oct. 12, 1985, in Cannon Memorial
Chapel at the University.
Pamela L. Collins, 879, and Michael
Grundmann, July 11, 1987, in Cannon
Memorial Chapel at the University.
Mark Leonard, 8'80, and Jean Lynch,
W'SO, May 16, 1987. They live and work in
Nashville, Tenn.
Stephen H. Moriarty, L'81, and Marie

Louise Murray, Aug. 29, 1987, in Falls
Church, Va. T.C. Williams alumni in
attendance included Frank Buttery, L'81,
and his Mfe, Debra Vorous Buttery, L'82;
Ken Chadwick, L'81; Mary Randolph
Kundzins, L'81; Jack Robbins, L'80; Frank
Hargrove, L'81; Michael Ballato, L'so; and
Lou Morris, L'80. For their honeymoon,
they went to Bermuda
Nicholas C. Richardson, R'S!, and Anita F
Klinedinst,June13, 1987in York, Pa.
James P. Martin, 8'83, and Nancy A. Lindquist, 8'84, Aug. 29, 1987. They live in
Towson,Md
Grant Caldwell, R'84, and Beth Kitchen,
W'84, Sept. 12, 1987
Glenn J. Davis, R'84, and Jennifer E. Ley,
June 6, 1987, in Felton, Calif. Scott Ziegler,
8'84, was the best man and Russell
McDowell, R'83, was a groomsman
Charles Difazio, L'84, and Diane Alexander, Aug. 23, 1987, in Trevosc, Pa.
Robert Marshall, L'84, served as an usher.
Larry Salzman, L'54 and Bonnie Stotsky,
L'85,Sept. 5, 1987.
Rhysa G. South, L'55, and Robt,rt M
South IV of Richmond, July 25, 1987.
James B. Miller, R'87, and Elizabeth Mary
Gerwin, May 8, 1987 in Cannon Memorial
Chapel.

BIRTHS
1969/Hugh A. Richeson Jr., (B), and
Melissa Baum, a son, Herald Joshua, born
Dec. 21, 1986. They also have two sons,
Hugh lll, 12; and Hagin. three; ,ind two
daughters, Heidi, 10; and Holly, seven
1969/W. Lee Wallace, (8), and Sally Harmanson Wallace, W'71, a daughter, Kendall Lee, born March 26, 1987
1974/J. Benjamin Dick, (L), and his Mfe,
Darlene, a son, Benjamin T y!er, born July
4,1987
1975/Stephen J. Boyd, (R), and CherylLynn Boyd, a son, Craig Stephen, born
Aug.15, 1987.Theyalsohaveatwo-yearold daughter, Courtney
1975/C. Bernard Cross, M.D., (R, G'78),
and Nancy Hotchkiss Cross, a daughter,
Sarah Elizabeth, born July 9, 1987. They
also have a three-year-olddaughter,JenniferSus;in,anda two-year-old son,James
Bryne
1977/Steve Stone (L) and his wife Lynn, a
daughter, Marcia Evelyn, born July 28,
1987
1978/Daniel Stephan Keenan, (R), and his
wife, a son, Richard Anthony, born June 7,
1986
1979/Ralph E. Kipp, (L) and his wife,
Susan, a second daughter, Lindsay Holland,
born May 11, 1987.
1980/Catherine Clay Harrington, (8), a
son, Richard Clay, born July 25, 1986
1980/Jim Keplesky, (B), and Liz Palmer
Keplesky, 8'80, a son, Kevin James, born
June 24, 1987
1980/J. Craig Via, (R), and Suzy Early Via,
W'79, a daughter, Mary Mitchell, born
Dec. 24, 1986
1981/John S. Chace, (B), and Kristin Ellies
Chace, 8'81, a son, Peter Alston, born
April 26, 1987.
1981/Rebecca Rios-Kohn, (L), and her husband, Henri-Armand, a daughter, Andrea
Isabelle, born June 14, 1987.
1982/Allen F. Bareford (R, L'85), and Ali-

son Bareford, a son, William Gabriel, born
Aug. 28, 1987
1982/Linda M Havens, (G), a daughter,
Amanda Joy, born Oct. 9, 1985.
1983/Jacqueline Maykranz Kraeutler, (L),
and her husband, Eric, a son, Matthew
John, born July 10, 1987
1985/Lisa K. Tully, (L), a daughter, Melissa

1959fTruett M. Comer, (R), of Chattahoochee, Fla., died June 9, 1987. He was
pastor of the Calvary Baptist Church in
Chattahoochee.
1960/Claude W. Anderson, (L), of Dillwyn,
Va.,died Sept.22, 1957.
1960/Lec R. Gordon, (L), of Chesterfield,
Va., died April 30, 1957.
1961/Ralph Merritt Cox, (R), of Glen
Allen, Va., died July 2, 1987.
1964/William 0. Tune, {R, L'67), of Roanoke, Va., died in August 1987.
1965/Charles S. Kamsky, (R), died March
26, 1986.
1966/William H. Jobe, (R}, nf Amherst,
Va., died Oct. 18, 1986.
1967/Robert W. Carter, (L), of ApJXlmattox, Va., died in August 1987
1967/William O. Tune, {L), of Ro.1noke,
Va., died in September 1987
1971/John G. Pollard, (Li), Of Richmond,
diedOct.2, 1987.Hewasaretircdvice
president and treasurer of Massey, Wood
and West.
1972/Robert F. Williams, (G), of Chester,
Va., died Oct. 16, 1987. He was director of
the Army Procurement Research Office at
Fort Lee, Va.
1973/Alan Lee Rollins, (R), died June 14,
1987.
1974/Dr. John Edward Patterson III, (R), of
Blackstone, Va., died.
1974/Thomas Randolph Rosser, (R), died
May24,1957.
1976/W. Eugene McCook, (B), of Richmond, died Sept. 4, 1987. He was director
of treasury services for A.H. Robins
Company
1982/Mark Starr, (R), of Tacoma, Wash.,
diedMay19,1987.
1985/Mary Beth Donnelly, (B), of Merion,
P~.,diedOct. 24, 1987

~~~/St~;'/~~~~;(L), and her husband, Richard, a girl, Elizabeth Lynn, born
Aug.16, 1987.

DEATHS
1923/Herman M. Richardson, M.D., {R), of
Richmond, died Dec. 12, 1986.
1930/Mitchell R. Cohen, (L) of Knoxville,
Tenn., died June 16, 1985.
1930/Russell C. Williams Jr., (R), died
Sept. 24, 1987. He was a retired rear
admiral with the U.S. Navy.
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Albemarle County, Va., from 1947 until
his retirement in 1969. He previously had
been a teacher, coach and principal for the
school system.
1932/E. Bryan Quarles, M.D., (R), died
April 2, 1987.
1933/William M. Bates, (R), of Florence,
S.C., died Aug. 25, 1987. He retired in
1978,after4l years'serviceasa locomotive engineer with Seaboard System
Railroad
1933/John W. Dennis, (R), of Richmond,
died July 18, 1987. He owned the former

~!tS/:ot~tftf i<~w:i:,~~t:1it~~ile
Haven, Va.,died.
1935/Maurice E. B. Owens Jr., M.D., (R),
of Richmond, died Oct. 6, 1987. Dr
Owcnshadbeeninprivatepracticesince
theearly'40sand headed the adult allergy
clinic at the Medical College of Va. from
1954 to 1961
1936/David N. Scott, (R), died
1937/Gilbert C. McKown, (L), of Berryville, Va., died April 30, 1987
1939/E. H. Norvell Jr., (R), died Sept. 20,
1986. He was a retired Navy captain
1940/H. Armistead Blackley, (B), of Richmond, died Sept. 20, 1987. He was a
retired deputy city assessor for the city of
Richmond.
1941/William R. Harton Jr., (B, G'57), of
Richmond, died Aug. 13, 1987. He was
retired director of administration for the
Va. State Health Department and former
chief of administration for Richmond's
Health Department.
1942/George E. Cox, M.D., (R), of Chattanooga, Tenn. died Oct. 15, 1987. He was
an anesthesiologist
1945/0tto Leonhart Brenner, (G), died.
1947/Glyde Y. Cridlin, (L), of Jacksonville,
Fla.,diedJulyl,1987
1948/Robert R. Crawford, (R), of Cleveland Heights, Ohio, died June 24, 1987.
1948/George R. Penick, (L), of Arlington,
Va., died Dec. 26, 1986.
1949/Sattler Bums Anderson, (R, G'56), of
Richmond, died Sept. 27, 1987. He was
retired headmaster of Huguenot Academy
in Powhatan County and former assistant
principal of George Wythe High School in
Richmond.
1951/Elwood Lewis Coates, CLU, (BJ, of
Springfield, Va., died Feb. 11, 1987.

Westhampton

'18
MaryOenme<1dRuffin
1600Weslbrrol-Aoouu.Apt.619
Richmond, v~. 23117
Lois Rogers Butler writes from Onancock,
Va.: "I lived in Florida until a year ago. I
came up here to be near my family. I have
one daughter and she has eight children.
My family lives in Towson, Md. I haw five
great-grandchildren. I often talk with Betsy
Camp Smith in Franklin"
Martha Chappell writes: "I live at
Westminster-Canterbury. One of the pleasurt>s of my being here is my association
Mth Westhampton College graduates"
I also enjoy the multifaceted life here
at Westminster-Canterbury. Last spring
the alumnae secretary and the dean of
Westhampton came to lunch and brought

I

~s g~:;~;:;f~es o;e~~v1~~t;S:t~n:h~pus
Society Dinner, and this fall a resident
invited the University chaplain and the vice
president for university relations and his
wife to a small supper party after which
the chaplain conducted our weekly Sunday
vesper service and made a very worthwhile
talk.

'20
Ka/hl'ritie V<1ughan Willis
329Hanison5/rrel
Princrlon, N.J. 08540
Send news to class secretary before April
1, 1988

'22
/rme Sumrnm Stoneman
3151 Varinuonlhejames
Richmond, Va. 23231
Hilda Lawson Jecklin has made almost a
complete recovery after her stroke. She is
at home alone, needs a cane only when
walking outside, drives her car and keeps
up with most of her many activities. She
had a week's trip in the fall with J niece
and her hush.ind to view the colorful
foliage.
Ruth Wallerstein Thalhimer enjoyed
a visit with her daughter at Outer Banks,
N.C., where her daughter has an art
gallery. She still drives, has a graduate student staying in her home with her and is
well.
Rachel Newton Dickson enjoyed her
mountain summer house at Ridgecrest,
C, for three months, with visits from her
four children and grandchildren
Both Rachel and sister Edith Newton
Eakes are well and enjoy their church and
friends. In the early fall they attended the
annual Newton family reunion which was
attended by most of the six sisters, brothers, their children and other relatives
Thelma Hill Marsh stays well in the
Baptist retirement home with an aroundthe-clock comp.11,ion. She seldom goes out
but still can talk and has her laugh and
keen sense of humor
C laudia Patrick attends church, interesting progr;ims, lectures and has nice
surroundings
Eva Timberlake West enjOyed being at
her summer home on the river and in the
e.irly fall a trip to the mountains for
peaches and apples. She continues to sew,
read and stay well.
Celia Levinson Myer, whose hush.ind
is in a nursing home, visits him often. She
sti!l drives and is well. Her musically
talented granddaughter, still in Paris, is
receiving more honors. She has three

grea~r~:nt~~~rG~ihr1/~; :;i~;~fhi;;en
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D.A.R. on the Constitution 200 years ago
and now. One day later every member of
her family arrived to celebrate her birthday
and the very next day was the Payne fam ily reunion with only four absent. That
same day al her church's homecoming she
played the piano at Sunday school, taught
her class and gave the special welcome at
the morning service-but did not preach!
Leslie Sessoms Booker spent a week
in Blowing Rock, N.C., with daughter
Constance and Hannah Coker. Later, at
Westminster-Canterbu ry where she lives,
she broke her hip and was in the hospital.

She got a replacement hip and is now getting along very nicely. She is a wonder!
I'm still living as usual; I have another
grcJt-grandson, a granddaughter who
graduated in law then pas&ed the bar, a
grandson who graduated in businessboth from UR - and another gr;rnddaughter who is marketing director at UR

'30

~

GraceWalhnsU!mp51m
RD I, 1535 Pulaski Highway
HavredrGra(e,Md.21078
Send news to class secretary before April
1, 1988.

'24

'32

Marg~rrl Fugate C~r//on
1503 Wi/mingttm AVtnur
Richmond, Va. 23227
Send news to class secretary before April
1, 1988

Valn-ieltMasurier]ones
3433 Grovt'At'fnue
Rfrhmo11d, Va. 23221
Our 55th reunion brought together a small
but enthusiastic group. Classmates present
for the celebration were: Carolyn Thompson Broaddus, Helen LeCrande Butler,
Helen Pollard Deck, Ann Sadler Garrett,
Muriel Mae Jones, Valerie LeMasurier
Jones, Mary Hodneu Mathews, Mary
Lucile Saunders and Zephia Campbell
ScarOOrough
We attended the Boatwright Society
dinner on Friday night and the Alumni
Luncheon the next day. The climax of our
weekend was a buffet supper al Mary
Mathews' home on Saturday night.
Honored guests at the party were husbands Emmett Mathews, Charles Scarborough and Robert Jones.
!n August, Lucy LeGrand Furney was
in Richmond visiting her daughter, Mrs.
John C. Byrd, and classmate Phyllis
Perkinson. Phyllis is now house-bound.

'26
£/iuibelh Salle
2424 Huguerwl Springs Road
Midlothian, Va.23113
MayRwdJHarris
207 South 3rd Sir«/
Wilmington. N.C. 28401
Send news to class secretary before April
1, 1988

'28

'34

GayMirwrNelson
1511 Brookland Parkway
Richmond, Va. 23227
The class of 1928 will celebrate its 60th
anniversary during Alumni Weekend,
May 20-22, 1988.
Louise Massey Crisp is already making plans to have all of our activities on
campus. 5Mah Rogers visited Louise during the summer. SMah Cudd Gaskins
talked wi th Louise by telephone when she
visited her son in the Washington area
Louise Eubank Gray has been
honored by the Rappahannock district of
the Va. Retired Teachers Association for
her years of successful teaching and books
on the history of that area. The King and
Queen Historical Society has given her
recognition as historian. She and Nora
Turpin Turner have also been honored at
a dinner and class reunion of former students during the summer.
Ted Harris Jones has recently retired
from the presidency of the Goochland Historical Society, but she is still working on
genealogies.
Virginia Pleasants Robertson is gardening, reading and watching TV and
thanks MCV's very fine department of eye

K.i!linlne Sergt<lnl Newby
38/0AtlanlfrAvroue
Virginia&a(h, Va. 23451
Please send news to me before Oct. 15 for
the January magazine, and before April 15
for the July magazine. Even classes appear
twice a year.
Virginia Watkins Ellenburg has
visited Richmond for several short stays
from Greenville, Tenn.
Helen Hukher received her IS-year
pin as a volunteer at Richmond Memorial
Hospital, and was elected to COSCO, the
Council of Senior Clubs Organization.
Virginia McIntosh Puckett and husband Charlie visited their two daughters in
Texas, and a third daughter came from
California. Virginia and Helen Hukher
traveled with two cousins to the Canadian
Rockies in June
Billie Allan Geoghegan has moved to
Richmond
Gene Newton West is living in Asheville, N.C.
My son Bill who lives in Los Angeles,
Calif., was married in July. Ed, Scott and I
went out for the wedding.

"~ Watch your bookstore for Margaret

Rudd's biography of her father, Dr. Rudd.
Dr. Rudd taught Bible at Westhampton.
I, Gay Minor Nelson, have four greatgranddaughters

'36
LmiseCal/ison
1900 Liudmialr Drivr A3 l9
Richmond, Va. 23233
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Sarah Covey Hur.;t is active in the hospice
program in Mount Dora, Fla
Mary Burfoot Hill set out almost
1,000 white pine seedlings on her twenty
acres - her effort to preserve the ozone
layer
Florence Marston Harvey and Bob live
in York, Pa., near their daughter. She
belongs to the York County Quilters
Guild. Her son Bobby has been promoted
to manager of the Real Estate Development of the Norfolk Southern Railroad
Boo Owens Page and Sidney saw
points of interest in France new to them:
Brittany, the Perigord region and MontSaint-Michel. Later in the summer they
spent a week in Chautauqua, N.Y.
Marjorie Pugh Tabb moved to
Imperial Plaza in September.
Helen Falls spoke at the Founders

Martha Byers Beall of Upper Marlboro,
Md., visited Mildred Harvey Clark and
Helen Gray in Richmond this p.ist
September
Last May, Henrietta Harrell Smith,
Martha Ellis Ross and Allie Martin Hol-

s;m~!~be~h:r~:he
taught for 37 years. She says that she
spent more than half of her life there and
half of the age of the seminary. Falls was
elected to the board of the Boatwright
Society in June. She has reviewed Catherine Allen's A Cm/wry to C.elebro/e: History of
Woman"> Missionary Union locally and in four
states
Mary Ellen Stephenson took a trip to
Alaska in June. Busy as usual, she does
hospice work and serves as community
educator of the great need. She is active in
her church, tutors in the literacy program
and participates in AAUW.
Ester Figuly, who worked in Norfolk
and Richmond as a bacteriologist, retired in
1983 from the Diagnostic Lab of the state
here, serving as supervisor of the bacteriology department at that time. She is busy
now as she aids her family in their produce
business, does volunteer work at senior
citizen centers and serves as a lay speaker
and a Sunday School teacher in her church.
Alice Pugh Bartz and Warren vacationed in Maine. Alice Turner Schafer
traveled in both Africa and China, and
Eleanor Whitehead Straffin went to Russia. Jinny Kirk Lennox went to Nova
Scotia; she with a friend joined Monny
Bowers Gill and Wilfred al the Halifax
Hotel in September. Monny was elected
to the board of the Boatwright Society
in June
Ethel Denny White, mother of the
late Lou White Winfree, died Sept. 29,
1987, age 96. Sh,.. was a pillar of the United
Methodist Church and of Church Women
United and was active in community services. Lou had been honored in 1980 as a
Valiant Woman by Church Women United
for the same kind of involvement
Call or write the Alumnae Office for
the addresses requested.
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MargarrlRockwoodNolting
7833 Jahnkr Raid
RichnwnJ, Va. 23235
Anne Walker
1813WoodbiiuRood

Richmond, Va. 23115
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Tommy and family returned to the U.S
after three years with NATO in Brussels.
He will be working at the Pentagon. Son
Bill and family visited her prior to their
departure for three years in England; he is
in the Air Force. Gene's daughter Marianne, W'74, and husband now live with
her in Waynesboro.

~~r:~:~~~~::
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tive
:ff~~i~~~t~~;he
Richmond area members of our class to
lunch at the Deanery in September so we
could get started on plans for our 50th

ren

Smith and Peggy Lockwood Nolting
were present and enjoyed a delicious luncheon on the Deanery porch. A!l of us
agreed to serve as the Reunion Committee
along with our other class secretary, Anne
Walker, who couldn't be with us. You11 be
hearing more from us during these next
few months.
If you have not already sent your

c:Ly~rki:::s

B~~;~;i::!~~:k!~me
to do so right away. Jo Cosby's address is:
601 Branway Drive, Richmond, Va. 23229

'40

Eleanor Parsons Fish and Bob moved
into their new home in the Sierr3s in July.
Bertidii~eJ~~:~:t:t:~~o~;;~i,:
lems with arterial blockage.
Janet Gresham Manson has both a
daughter and a daughter-in-law who have
done their master's degree work at UR.
Helen Smith Moss teaches six classes
in Jazzercise. Helen has a daughter in
Richmond, one in Raleigh, one in Annapolis and a son in Virginia Beach and an 11~=~h:~r8i~R~f:i~~:ern~o~~~0c:~c~er
research and the one in Annapolis is administrative assistant to a senator.
Margaret Brinson Reed, our chairman
for the 50th anniversary scholarship fund,
te!ls us that everyone's participation is
needed to make this a 100 percent success
She would like help in locating "lost"
classmates.
Marge and Jack took a trip to Florida
this year and a trip to Denver to a reunion
of the OSI organization that Jack served
with. Jack had successful cataract surgery
this year.
Fred and I moved to our present
address last January. We are very happy
here in the Woodstock area. We continue
to be busy with volunteer work in the
community, church and school. I'm learning to ring handbells but am sensitive
about being called a "ding-dong." We're taking a conversational German class in preparation for a trip to the area from which
Fred's German ancestors migrated.

'42

MaudeSmilh]u111rns
2352 Penrose Drive
Richm,.md, Va. 23235
Since Aug. 1, Lucy Baird has been happily
settled at Westminster-Canterbury in
Richmond. Charlotte Ann Dickinson
Moore and John were in Richmond and
visited the Va. Museum with her. The
Moores went on to take classes in Elderhostels in North Carolina in the early
summer
Millie Gustafson Donohue reports a
new grandson. She told of attending the
wonderful 50th high school reunion for
Thomas Jefferson that was held in 1986 at
the Marriott Hotel in Richmond.
Jane Davenport Reid continues in her
work at the Va. Museum where she is a
docent and works with shows on loan.
Emmel still rides his bike daily. Son Kendall now lives in Hampton, Va., where he
is a reference librarian. Granddaughter,
Cassandra Williamson, attends U.Va.
Saddye Sykes Williams and Harry
enjoyed a tour in July to places of interest

~h~~n

~~~:;:;:: ~;a~ufo~att5e
}:a~ethey
are helping on Fridays to serve dessert and
coffee to those attending the Free University classes al Grace Covenant Presbyterian Church. Saddye has joined the T uckahoe Woman's Club.
Elsie Mattingly Dickinson and Al's
oldest son Al IV teaches English in a university in Kyoto, Japan. Three married children live in Richmond and eight grandchildren are within visiting distance.

Betty Sessler Tyler
233 Old Newton Rood
Monroe, Conn. 06468
Mary Grace Scherer Taylor called us the
'1ast of the innocent" and we were. We had
entered college toward the end of the
Depression and graduated in the height of
a great war. The only drug we knew was
aspirin and rather than worrying about
"s.afe sex" we were still naively wondering
if we should kiss on the first date. (At !east
some of us were.) Evelyn McAuley Harris
and I were a winning debate team. Our
subject? The United States should be an
isolationist country.
So now, 45 years Liter, we are world
travelers. We are achievers and our children are even more so. So much for
isolationism
At the Class of '42 reunion we decided
to raise funds for a scholarship lo Westhampton as our 50th reunion gift in 1992,
in memory of our deceased class members.
Class of '42 alumnae will be hearing about
this over the next five years from class
fund-raiser Ada Moss Harlow of
Richmond.
Jean Simonne Grant Andrem; of
Largo, Ra., had earned her private pilot's
license while still at Westhampton and has
been traveling ever since. She has seen
Europe, Russia, China and Australia.
Kay Gillelan Crutchfield of Virginia
Beach, Va., wife o"f a retired rear admiral,
has traveled the world. This year, they
started a high school graduation gift of tak29

ing each grandchild wherever she/he wants
to go. "Sadly," she missed the reunion; she
was on the Riviera. Next, she took a cruise
from Nice to Venice
Frances Calisch Rothenberg of Richmond says she and husband William have
circled the globe by unusual routesChina, Mongolia, Siberia, Western Russia
and Finland. They watched Halley's Comet
in rural Venezuela.
Several class members have traveled
~k£e~a~=e~~:fn~~~~ ~=,ewho
was widowed in 1974. She says, "Pete and I
saw Ireland, England, Holland, Southern
France and Northern Germany from the
decks of small boats chugging slowly along
canals."
On our reunion weekend, the Rich~;'d~~~~~:s~tt~~~l~~~et,:ns~~bout
Gaulding of Midlothian, Va., who owns a
barge which travels a canal in France's
Alsace-Lorraine. Two weeks later, my
husband and I were barging in the Alsace
and passed that same barge, the Esprit. It
was our second barge trip in France.
Louise Hall Moser of Richmond can
claim a far-flung son, Thomas, who is a
tenor with the Vienna State Opera. He
returned home in September to present
the opening recital in the 1987-88 concert
series of the Seventh Street Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ). Mom sings in
the choir
Next: Some class achievements. Please
keep me up-to-date.

'44
Nonna 5'indm Grnmley
1220Morningsidtlane

Akrnndn·a. Va. 22308
Send news to class secretary before April
I, 1988.

'46
Cornelia R.rid Rowidt
8831 Tucl:mmm /..J,ne
Polomac,Md.

Jackie Barnes Wolf and her mother, Hannah F. Barnes, toured Alaska this past
summer. Mrs. Barnes, who is 90 years old,
attended our last two reunions.
In April, Jeanne Yeamans Baxter
called me with the sad news of the death
of Libby Thompson Schmidt's daughter
Kathy. Kathy had been ill for some time.
Libby's mother passed away in June. We
send our sincere sympathy to Libby and
herfomily.
Mary Frances Bethel Wood wrote
Virginia Lambeth ShotweU that she had
been in Richmond several times each
month to visit her father who is now in a
local nursing home
Joyce Eubank Todd, Amy Hickerson
Dalton and I are the new signers for our
Westhampton College Class of '46 bank
account.

'48
Jacl:-ifJrlaShixl:
3506 N,yyes Awm.e, SE

Charleston, W.V. 25304
Boo Koltukian Cowles and Sidney, Boo's
sister Rose, W'43, and husband spent a
wfi>k in Montevidea, Uruguay, visiting
three first cousins they had never met.
lkxl's son Jim married in August. Boo and
Sidney have recently been to Colorado,
Kentucky, New Jersey, Richmond and
Atlanta visiting relatives.
Alice Goodman has retired after 39
years as research assistant and laboratory
specialist in cardiology at the Medical College of Va. She worked with numerous
heart transplant patients following surgery
and was instrur:iental in the establishment
of several diagnostic labs.
Peggy Stone Cunningham and Jerry
remain active on the sports scene with
their miniature golf course in Richmond
during the summers; while they winter in
Fla., they are racing greyhounds
Our sympathy goes to Faye Hines
Kilpatrick whose mother died
Millicent Hutcherson Taylor and Sim
have relocated following Sim's retirement
from the National Education Association
and now live across the street from Doris
Moore Ennis in Hampton, Va. Doris, Millicent and Sim have been to Los Angeles
and Seattle, then on a cruise ship lo
Alaska, accompanied by Doris' son Dale,
now a Richmond College student. Her
other son is a manufacturer's representative in the Northwest and CanJda
Jean Brumsey Biscoe, Betty Hickerson
Butterworth and I toured several of the
James River plantations during Garden
Week. We stopped for a short visit with
Emily Smith Powers and Jack the next day
as we returned to Richmond. We had an
opportunity to visit Faye Hines Kilpatrick
and Bob at their beautiful farm in Goochland County
Start getting excited about our
Reunion May 20-22, 1988. T entJtive plans
include a "gals only" dinner on Friday, a
sociJI v-::ith '48 men on Saturd.iy preceding
the alumni dance and a brunch on Sunday.
Mark your calendars now!!
Next news deadline is Aprill, 1988.
Bring us up-to-date prior to reunion!

'50
EIUAbeth Givens Pime
Box67
Hudgins, Va. 23076
Joyce Betts Pierce and Jack have a new
grandson, Scott Allen, born to Stan and
Cindy Pierce. Frannie Chandler Long and
Allen have a total of five grandsons. Libby
Rowse Wilson's second grandson, Richard
Lee Sanders, arrived in December 1986.
Louise Cheatham Chandler's first grandchild, Ellen Bruce Watlington, was born to
daughter Lisa.
Janice Brandenburg Halloran and
Charley were busy with the marriage of

older daughter Susie while preparing
younger daughter Amy for graduate
school at the U. of Illinois. Son Stuart has a
woodworking business in Richmond.
Claire Noren Griffin works as an
office manager in Maine and has a granddaughter nearby. Son Dave was married at
Williamsburg in October and son Ken lives
near Princeton, N.J.
In the spring, Helen Lampathakis
Kostyal and Dick visited national parks
from Phoenix to San Francisco. Daughter
Karen won the 1986 Lowell Thomas
Award for Travel Writing in the category
of Best Magazine Article. It appeared in the
Fall 1986 issue of the National Geographic
T rawlrr on whose staff Karen is a writer/
editor.
Louise Hickerson Wiley and Doug
had a golfing trip to Scotland in July and
then visited London. Also visiting England
and Scotland were Frannie Chandler Long
and Allen plus Libby Givens Pierce and
Bucky
Aggie Feild Burke and David visited
England where daughter Ginger Lee took
courses at Cambridge U. this summer
Daughter Ann and her husband are lawyers in Norfolk. Son David is a junior at
Old Dominion U
NB" Covington O'flaherty and Bill
cruised to the Bahamas for their 35th
wedding anniversary. We welcome "B" as a
new group leader
Hilda Moore Hankins and husband
visited her sister in Stuart, Ra. Hilda's
daughter, Anne Hankins Moore, W'76, has
moved from Texas to Springfield, Va .,
where her husband has taken a position
with the Lane Co
Bernadine Arey Clarke and John
traveled to Washington state in June for
the wedding of daughter Melissa. Bernie is
on the faculty of the Medical College of
Va. School of Nursing
Libby Rowse Wilson flew to the East
Coast for a Rowse family reunion in
Maine.
Joanne Waring Karppi's son Billy
graduated from Green Berets at Fort
Bragg, N.C.
Mary Howard Holloway and Bill's son
Hamilton is a student at East Carolina U.
Mary recently renewed her pilot's license
Wilda Whitman Oakley visited
Atlanta while attending a special class at
Oglethorpe U.
Lee Reeves Childress attended a conference for the National Association of
Meal Programs and was elected to the
board of directors
Louise Covington RandaU and Harry
visited their grandchildren in Texas and
Oklahoma in October. Hany is pastor of
the Brookneal United Methodist Church.
Our sympathy goes to Margaret
Alexander Anderson whose husband
Satler died in September. Sat had been
headmaster of Huguenot Academy and
Margaret teaches in the Richmond public
schools. They have three sons.
Also we extend sympathy to Virginia
Simms whose mother, Sallie Riddell,
W'24, died this year. Virginia is a substitute
teacher in Chesterfield County
Mary Sullivan Allen composed three
collections of music which were presented
in a musical program at a Methodist
church in West Virginia.

Clarice Ryland Price's husband,
Fuzzy, is retired and they spend weekends
at Deltaville on their boat. They have two
grandchildren
Terry Noble Vawter is a special education teacher with the Richmond Cerebral
Palsy Center.
Gatewood Holland Stoneman is a
director of the Henrico County Fann
Bureau, manages the family farm, cooks
meals for the Varina football team, manages a concession stand and teaches Sunday school. Son Wilmer graduated from
The E. Claiborne Robins School of Business; daughter Susan finished at The T.C.
Williams Schoo! of Law; son Allen is a
third-year student at VMI and son
Edmond is at VCU. Daughter Marion is
the mother of Gatewood's only grandson.
Letitia Earll Pfanz and Hany had a
trip to Sweden, Norway and Denmark in
September. They have one grandchild.
M ary Sue Mock Milton and Cecil,
along with their daughter Julie, enjoyed six
weeks at their summer home in Montreat,

N.C.

chair; and Jeanne Hootman T aylor, class
news secretary. Thanks also go to Nola
TexJey Breckenridge for serving in that
capacity for the previous five years.
Our reunion celebration concluded
with a dinner in the Flemish Room al the
newly-restored Jefferson Sheraton Hotel.
Joining the group were Jill Lobach Graybeal and Pat, Marian Lacy M ahon and
Walt, and Bettie Snead Herbert.
Mary Ann Coates Edel traveled from
Hong Kong to be with us!
Marianne Shumate Jensen vacationed
with husband Arnold in Panama and Costa
Rico. Arnold works for Dupont in Waynes-

boro.
Kathy Cooke CYBrier does recordkeeping in connection with blood pressure
~~1iffo~/~:u~~~\~:~:t~k~
Neck where her husband is also employed.
The next deadline for news is April 1.
Don't put it off until you file your taxes!
Instead, please add me to your Christmas
card list for the next five years and keep
me up-to-date.
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JmnneHoolmllnT11ylor
11222 Oshia Umt
VRl/ey Cmlrr, Calif. 92082

Unda Good11111n &wis
210 Thomas Heights
Marlinsville, Va.24112

Our 35th reunion, during the weekend of
May 30, was an enjoyable occasion for the
25 of us who attended. We owe Betty
Edmonds Dunn a great deal of thanks for
canying out the wishes of the planning
committee which met in December '86 at
the home of Diane Evans G lenn. Diane
was unable to attend the reunion due to a

~:C~~s~
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as our president, ~t hmd Jrive chair, for
which we are doubly appreciative. Thank
you, Diane!
On Saturday, we met for the Alumni
Luncheon at the Robins Center. Those

~e;,ec~;~c~:o~1;Be~f(:dod;~
Betty Edmonds Dunn and Elmer, Mary
Ann Coates Edel, C harlotte Babb Edmonds
and Tom, Nancy Clement Edmonds and
John, Jane Ozlin Given and Fred, Susan
Peters Hall, Eleanor Lee Persons and Bob,
Frances McEver Hutcheson and Buddy,
Marianne Shwnate Jensen, Bertha Cosby
King and Hobson, Jackie Gerson Lowenstein and Murray, Helen Want Miller and
Stanley, Kathleen Cooke CYBrier, M arilyn
McMurray Rishell, Joy Selby Sa>ilon,
Janie Tune Sease, Betty Hurt Shipp,
Jeanne Hootman T aylor and Sarah Barlow
Wright. Sarah was escorting her mother,
G ladys Holleman Barlow, W'17, who was
honored at the luncheon on the occasion of
her 7oth reunion
After lunch we gathered for a brief
business meeting to elect officers for the
next five-year term, Sue Peters Hall presiding. We were pleased to have Dr. Frances
Gregory, professor of history emerita, join
us for part of this meeting. Our new officers are Jackie Gerson Lowenstein, president; Bertha Cosby King, alumnae fund

Polly Newman Smith and John Ran's son
1~~;!St~~li~i~n;~it{Ridl~:~r~et~
spring. Polly suffered the loss of her fa ther
some weeks later.
Jo S ue Leonard Simpson and Rem
have bought a new summer home on the
Miles River on Maryland's Eastern Shore,
near Rem's hometown. Other Shore inhabitants, Barbara Bull T ull and Dick went to
the Caribbean, Peru and Ecuador in the
spring.
Winston, Edie Jackson Jones' hush.ind,
has begun building houses again, this time

i:~~~~ndp~r:t~·~- !et: :;:lt~~

Barnes and Hany, who had a visit from
their daughter and granddaughter in the
summer while their son-in-law was sent to
Korea by the Army.
Sue Perry Downing and Tom joined
the Simpsons, Tulis, Bameses, Joneses, my
sister Dottie, her hush.ind and me for a
short visit at Smith Mountain Lake in July.
I also had a chance to see Barbara C ronin
Lovell, Nancy Lay, and Mary Jane Miller
al Sebago Lake in Maine.
Needless lo say, news will be
welcome-from all of you.

'58
Carolyn Moss Hartz
301 W.xx/RoaJ
Rit:hmond, Va. 23229
Plans are underway for our 3oth reunion.
It sounds wonderful, so ma rk your calendars for the weekend of May 20, 1988.

~;;~~

full-t~ :~~h; r;e:~:~.~~
of being a homemaker, she is a secretary
:~~~~yl Corp. Her "baby" is a high school
Likewise, others of us in the Richmond area are working women, including:
Connie Booker Moe moved to Richmond in the summer of 1985 when hush.ind Don retired from an army career.
She began working part-time for the
YMCA and her job expanded to full-time.
Kay C rawford T rimble is sculpting
full-time. Her son Linc graduated from
U.Va. and is working for Chubb Insurance
in Philadelphia.
Katheryn Smith Ford teaches Latin at
St. Christopher's and St. Catherine's
Schools.
Susie Prillaman Wiltshire is head of
the Lower School of St. Catherine's
School. Her family had an exciting experience last summer. A former French pupil
of Susie's invited them to house-sit for
three w eeks in Paris. When not in Paris,
daughter Beth works for the Richmond
Public Li brary and hush.ind Charlie is al
the Collegiate Schools
Susie sees Emily Dameral King and
Genie Borum at choral practices for
CAFUR (friends and alumni of the Univer-

~~~i=n~~;~

~~c~e~~a~~hsr~h~ 0M~~rn!s.
College of Va.
Jean Hudgins Frederick works parttime as a travel agent, specializing in Bermuda, where she and husband Arnold
have visited many times. Their son Ricky is
studying medicine at the Medical College
of Va
Jane Stockman Thorpe is now executive director of alumni affairs of the University. Congratulations!
Sue Hudson Parsons has worked for
the Va. Department of Education for six
years. She is the coordinator of professional development and beginning teacher
program.
Peggy Ware also works for the stale
of Virginia. She is a senior tax policy
analyst.
Next issue we want to have news of
~~~rf~~i;~i_uf~~~n~~J~;;~~;ke~::
calendars for the Reunion!
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Patricia McElroy Smilh

Peggy Gorr Sykes
806 MrodowLJlne, SW

19Pim:Tml.ant
King Gro,ge, Va. 22485
Send news to class secretary before April
1, 1988.

Vimna, Va. 22180
Loretta Hudgins Johnson and family are
still living in Upper St. Oaire, south of

Pittsburgh. Husband Doug is a manager in
the Industrial Services Division of Westinghouse. Son Scott, a 10th grader, spent a
week at the U.S. Space Camp in Huntsville, Ala., where he went through simulated astronaut training. Daughter Ann is
in ninth grade and enjoys bell choir and
sports.
Emelyn St. Clair Key and Judy Cyrus
Johnson hosted a party for Nancy Rae
Taylor Owen and David Owen to celebrate their marriage. Nearly all of our
Richmond area classmates attended. Judy's
son Brian was married on Valentine's Day.
Nancy Rae's daughter, Mary Taylor, married VMI graduate Robert Neal in
December, and her son Billy was married
in May in Atlanta. Nancy Rae is assistant
principal at Tuck.er High School in Henrico
County. Emelyn's son is a freshman at
Duke this year, and she is teaching math at
Midlothian. A.J. Michaels Crick's daughter
Janie is a medical doctor in Newport News.

th~,~~~~~
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Nancy Jenkins Marrow's daughter
Linda, a Westhampton graduate, works as
a senior editor for Pocketlxxik in New
York. Daughter Diane graduated from
U.Va. in economics and is with Wheat,
First Securities in Richmond. NJenks" is the
bridal consultant at Thalhimers.
Our daughter, Suzanne, finished at
Va. Tech. and is in a financial planning
firm in Fairfax. The hospital where I am a
medical records technician recently moved
to a new location.

'62
JuliePrTkinson Cnw.;
P.O.Bor"Huntersfu./d"
MI.Holly,VA.11514
JoAnne Wortman Andrews (Chase City,
Va.) and Cecil have one son, Dick, at Va
Tech. JoAnne continues to teach math, as
she has for 25 years. Cecil is a tobacco
buyer.
Sandra Swain Warden (Virginia
Beach, Va.) has been active in church, local
AMA Auxiliary, state president of Va.
Academy Family Practice Auxiliary. Sandra
and physician husband Bill have four children: Bill, 8'86; Mark at U.Va.; Jeff, high
school junior; and Courtney, 10.
Last summer Barbara Harrell Holdren
{Richmond) and Jim vacationed in New
Orleans. Daughter Cathy is a Va. Tech
freshman and Jimmy, a junior in high
school.
Nancy Davis is owner of a T allahas-

~~~~t:~n

see,
Down (Colonial
Heights, Va.) and Peter trav!f'ed recently to
Europe. Nancy is a high school teacher.
J.C. Shapard Confroy (Halifax, Va.)
and Bill are proud of two UR graduates:
Billy, R'86, now in Richmond and Sally
W'87, in VCU graduate school. Son Wirt is
a student at VCU, and Tim is a sophomore
in high school.
Iris Creedle Jarratt (Raleigh, N.C.) and
Doug left Birmingham, Ala., in August for
Doug's new sales career in construction
equipment. Son Jeff is an N.C. State junior
and Sara a high school junior. Iris has

returned to the same private school and
biology class she had when they had lived
in Raleigh before.
Barbara Davies Brewer (Annandale,
Va.) has her own business as a folk artist.
Husband Richard is vice president and
trust officer in a D.C. bank. They have a
married daughter, Patricia; Chris is a
sophomore at the U. of Georgia; and
BrucJ~dt~~ht~~;(f~hold, N.J.)
and Blan live one hour from New York
~~%!~;,l.ete~J:1f.r/BdJ\'.:tbs' quality research and development department.
Judy is a free-lance designer of decorative
arts. Son Parke is in Tokyo on a research
fellowship
Ruth Blair Taylor (Tallahassee, Fla.)
returned to Virginia from family visits.
Daughter Adrienne is a high school
sophomore. Husband Larry is in the
Department of Education.
Fran Webb Louthan (Blacksburg, Va.)
is an active volunteer with church youth
works, PISA, school tutor in the county
and at Va. Tech. where Dick is a professor.
Margaret Taylor Sheldon (Yakima,
Wash.) and Robert have three children:
David, 22; Molly, 19, Washington State U.;
and Mary Ann, 17. Margaret was named
Volunteer of the Year 1986. Robert is a
legal administrator.
Mary Ellen Deckelman Fraley
(Lynchburg, Va.) is a senior social worker.
Fred has been with Va. Department of
Socia!Servicesforover20years.
Judith Carpenter Rabenold (Norwalk,
Conn.) works part-time in the local library
Husband Bob is administrator at Seagrams
& Sons, Manhattan. Daughter Carista is a
U. of North Carolina sophomore and Dave
is 15.
Since 1979 M.J. Willett Puckett
(Amherst, Va.) has been working at the
Old Dominion Job Corps Center as a dental assistant. Husband Ray owns/operates a
pharmacy. Daughter Gwen, a James Madison U. graduate, works al Epcot Center;
Chris is a JMU student; and Andy is a high
school senior.
Charlotte Adams Higgs (Kalispell,
Mont.) works at "non-paying jobs." Besides
church activities, she is board member of
the local orchestra and chorale, both requiring frequent travel. Wilson continues in his
private medicalpractice{ear, nose, throat)
and surgery. Daughter Kathryn, 23, is in
first-year medical school, U. of Washington. Dave, 20, works in California and
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Jane Thompson Kember (Farnham,
Va.) is co-owner of Kember Nursery. Jane
and C.B.'s family: Beth, sophomore at U. of
Georgia; Carlton, a high school junior
Cathy Carr Elverston {Gainesville,
Fla.) continues free-lance editing and is an
information specialist al the U. of Ra. Husband Ed is also in research at the U. of Fla.
Son Timothy is 10.
Sherry Ratcliffe Crawford lists her
occupation as domestic engineer! Current
score card: Ed.ye, 23, savings and loan
teller; Lindsey, 22, U.Va. law school;
Edward, 19, junior at the U. of North Carolina, Wilmington; the other three are in
various stages of high, junior and elementary schools. Husband Ron is a pharma-

ceutical representative. Sherry continues to
~~gt:gh ai~:1:~:i:em::rJ~!d[ and
planned a successful 25~ reunion. We
thank Sherry and Tuckie Smart Paxton,
especially.
Tuckie and Jim celebrated their 25th
anniversary in Jamaica. Daughter Sarah is
a U.Va. senior and Eleanor is a James Madison U. sophomore.
Ellen Kayne November and Richard
vacationed on the West Coast, including
Seattle and San Francisco, in the fall and
attended a business meeting (National
Association of Homebuilders} in Hawaii
Daughter Shelly is a U.Va. sophomore;
Debbie worked for a re-election campaign
fora state senator.
Shirley Easter Maize (Kansas City,
Mo.) missed the reunion because she was
in Europe. Shirley is a representative with
Hallmark Cards.
Darlene Morgan (Roanoke, Va.)
retired after 20 years in public schools to
become a realtor
Nancy Richardson (Bradford, Mass.) is
a lecturer at Harvard Divinity School and
co-director of the Women's Theological
Center in Boston. She is an ordained minister with the United Church of Christ.
Jane Crouch Rieder (Chester, Va.)
was one of 100 to receive the Rockefeller
Grant for foreign language teachers. She
will receive $4,500 and will be working
with doctors' children in Central and South
America.
After our new house was completed
and son Russ headed to N.C. State,
Raleigh, 1moved to the Northern Neck of
Va. where Bill's bank is located. Son Car~;~de:t;i: 1~; d~:i:~!fe~,~e:~ try~
ing to reach each of you for the next issue

'64
EmilyAyrnGray
5108ArclrrTDrive,5W
Ro,moke, Va.14014
Francis Mitchell Brooks lives in sunny
Tampa, Fla., and teaches first grade at St
Mary's, a private Episcopal school. Daughter Elizabeth, 14, is in the ninth grade and
Laura, 12, is in seventh grade. Husband
Larry is a dentist in private practice.
Carol Vaughan Bateman is the interim director of the pharmacy department
at Hilton Head Hospital on Hilton Head
Island, S.C. She lives on the island with her
~hh:~tdr?~r~=c~u:~:rzs!~::~~~h! is
the fourth woman selected to assume the
presidency during the association's 111
years. During her 12-month tenure, Carol
will help direct activities of the 1,000member organization. Carol has lived at
Hilton Head for six years and really likes it.
Susan Pepper Robins lives in Cartersville, Va., and teaches freshman and
sophomore English at VCU in Richmond
She has a son Ben, 11, and a daughter
Meade, eight. Her husband is a research
analyst for the Va. Community College
System in Richmond.
Carolyn Powell Kelley is a true
Southern Californian after living there for

!~Jh~7~Snhde ~~c:ift~:~~lle;;s;~[h
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6;:1a~.rt of the summer hiking in
Juanita Phillips Reynolds lives on a
64-acre farm in Rustburg, Va. She works
in Thalhimers in Lynchburg and has a side
business in china painting. Daughter
Kathie is a junior at Va. Tech. majoring in
poultry and animal science. Son Phillip is a
freshman at William and Mary and is on
the wrestling team. He went with 38 students from Virginia on a People trip to
Russia this summer. Juanita is learning to
spin wool and raise the sheep to provide
the wool. Husband Ronnie is the recreation director for Campbell County
Ann Gay Widmer Parker has spent
the last 16 years living in Eden Prairie,
Minn., a surburb of Minneapolis. Her son
Ernest is a freshman at Va. Tech. She,
husb.:rnd Allan and Ernest went to Europe
this summer. Ann Gay has her own business, NAnnie's Folk Art.u Her husband does
the woodworking and she paints the art
pieces, mostly primitive animals, pull toys
and so on. Her husband works for Control
Data K~J~ East Mitchell and husband Joe
moved to Elkins, W.Va., two years ago. Joe
is the vice-president of Davis and Elkins
College, which is a Presbyterian college
with about 800 students. Kendal is the
campaign chairwoman for the United Way
in Randolph County, trying to raise
$70,000. Son John is a sophomore at
Hampden-Sydney College.
Barbara Ann Powell spent one year
and three summers at Westhampton and
graduated with our class in '64. She is the
librarian at Prince George High School in
Richmond. She taught school at first and
then received her master's in library
scienceatVCU.
Ann Wiley Clark is now retired. Son
Bill, 17, is a senior in high school. Daughter
Missy, 14, is in the eighth grade. Her husband works for a German company called
BASF and is in charge of the minicomputer section in the Southeast. They
live in Williamsburg, Va.
Anne Caperton Bierne McCarty and
husband Bob built a house on the Potomac
two years ago. Their address is Vallee Lee,
Md. Caperton works for the Navy, and her
husband works for a government contractor on the same Navy base in Maryland.
Daughter Page, 19, is a sophomore at the
U. of Md. and daughter Emily, 16, is a
sophomore in high school.
Gloria Harris Leber is an accountant
with a firm in Bethesda, Md. She attends
some of the alumnae meetings in the
Washington, D.C., area. Daughter Laura is
a junior at N.C. State, majoring in business. Son Mike is a freshman at Penn
State. Gloria's husband Charlie works for
the SEC in Washington. Gloria knew the
present dean of Westhampton many years
ago, as her older sister and Dean Harwood
were roommates at Longwood College
Julia Zuck Rea, husband James and
two daughters live in Bangor, Maine.
James graduated with a master's from
forestry school and works for the state
Department of Conservation. Daughter

Daphne is a senior in high school and
daughter Emily is 14. Julia is a gardener
and has done some landscaping.
Sandra McClory Steed has moved to
Atlanta, Ga. She teaches high school math.
She has earned two graduate degrees from
the U. of Georgia. Daughter Holly is a
freshman at Agnes Scott. Daughter Karen,
23, graduated from the U. of Georgia and
works in Atlanta. Son Matt, 21, also works
in Atlanta.
Dorothy Mae Williams has taught
math for three years at the North Carolina
School of Science and Math in Durham.
This is a residential school for high school
juniors and seniors who excel in science
and math. The tuition is free and currently
there are 480 students enrolled in the
school. Previously Dottie taught at nearby
Elon College.
Mary Alice Griffith Cross and husband Dan live in a golf community in
Ramona, Calif. Dan is a retired Navy captain. He has three grown children and
eight grandchildren. Mary Alice works
with computers at Control Data near La
Jolla,Calif.
Polly Ann Welty Davis is the director
of the Therapy and Rehabilitation
Department in Fort Collins, Colo. Polly
attended Westhampton two years and then
went to Marshal! U. in W.Va. She has a
master's degree in speech and language
pathology. She has three Saint Bernards to
keep her busy.
Lea Perkins Hepler lives in Lumberton, N.C., with her husband and daughter
Daughter Ginger, 10, is very active in
gymnastics. Lea married John Hepler, the
brother of our classmate, Sue Hepler. John
is a doctor in obstetrics and gynecology in
Lumberton. Lea and John are both pilots
and have their own plane. They flew out
to see Sue this summer.
Susan Hepler Colclazer is the head
naturalist at Bryce Canyon National Park
in Utah. Six years ago she married John
Co!clazer who is a stale policeman in Arizona. Sue has worked in parks in the West
for the last several years.
Anne Garlock Cole lives in Concord
Township, Ohio, near Cleveland. Anne
works for Federal Savings in consumer
loans. Son Bruce, 18, is a senior in high
school and daughter Amanda, 15, is in the
ninth grade. Her husband Peter just sold a
family business.
Letty Sloan Mallery is an accountant
for a real estate sales, management and
development group in Herndon, Va. She
received an associate degree in accounting
from Northern Va. Community College in
December 1986. Daughter Tammy is a
senior at Bridgewater College majoring in
music education; son Charlie is a freshman
at Embry Riddle in Ariwna majoring in
aeronautical engineering; and daughter
Sarah is a high school freshman. Letty and
John still live in Leesburg.

'66
LJ'Ora Liwrence Porter
10605anfordAVt'nue
Virginia Beach, Va.23455

Joanne Hauft Jennings and husband Walt
live with their children in Venice, Ra.
Joanne leaches fifth grade and is working
towards a master's in computer studies.
Walt is a commercial banker who spends
much of his free time on the Gulf of Mexico in their 25-foot fishing boat. Daughter
Amie is a sophomore at the U. of Florida
and son Brian is a student at St. Petersburg Jr. College. Joanne extends an lnvitation to classmates to visit when down their
way.
Please send your news!

'68
Sus,rn Lo Harris
2525 Heath Place

R.tslon, Va. 22091
Sharon Staggs Moya is living in Spain and
will return to St. Louis in 196S, while
awaiting another assignment. She completed her Ph.D. dissertation and graduated
in December. Her son Nehmi, 10, and
daughter Nuria, seven, are both trilingual
in English, Spanish and Catalan. Sharon
and her husb,md are fluent in many
languages.
Susan Whitaker Gaskill and husband
Wayne, R'68, are living in Midlothian, Va.,
and are operating a travel agency, International Tours. Susan is the chairman for
our 20th Reunion, May 20-22, 1988. Make
plans to return to campus!
Send me a note with news about you!

'70
RinHrnryHi/1
2740 Willfomswood Rood
Rilh,rwnd, Va. 23235
Elizabeth Shaffer Biehn is a senior training
associate with United Way of America in
Alexandria, Va.
Send news to me before April 1, 1988.

'72
Judy}ohns,mMawyrr
1226&1/roueAvrnut

Richmond, Va. 23227
It was great to see all of you at our 15th
reunion and if you didn't make it, plan now
to make the 20th! We missed you!
Thanks to Sarah Redding Wilson for

~~~.:~~~
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officers; Betty Toler, Susan Clarke, and
Nancy Benfield Bryan. Our new officers
are Susan Clarke, president; Ann Stewart
McDow; fund chairman; and me as
secretary.
Also attending the reunion were Dean
Clara M. Keith and Mrs. Gertrude Arnall.
annu~J~cl~:ekreo~ath~Yei::~!~~dei~:
UR. Congratulations, Susan!

Nancy Clevinger Carpenter and
Howard traveled from Salinas, Calif., for
the reunion. Nancy is a technical editor in a
software design firm in Monterey. They
have a daughter, Kristin, 3.
Betty Gammon Fulgham is the midAtlantic area manager and eastern region
trainer for new personnel for Nutrasweet
Consumer Products (Whew!). She travels
extensively to seven states and Washington, D.C.
Jinx Szigeti Andrews and George,
R'72, attended the WC/RC reunion on
Saturday night. Jinx is a patent attorney
They live in Richmond and have two
daughters, ages seven and four
Jere Hudson Mollen, Al, and two
daughters, Rian and Abby, moved from

~i~
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clinic at Fort Lee, Va.
Roberta Staples Kidd married John D.
Kidd in January 1986. Robbie was ordained
in June 1987 and is serving as a co-pastor
with John at two churches in Dexter, Mo.
Donna Renfro Williamson and David
have recently moved from Oak Ridge,
Tenn., to Niceville, Ha., on the Gulf Coast.
Donna has been teaching piano and has
two children; Jonathan, six, and Rachel,
one-and-a-half.
Linda McIntosh Wauchope and Keith
have two more years on assignment with
the U.S. Embassy in Liberia. They visited
home in Maryland for the birth of their
second child, Colin Patrick Kerry.
Wendy Bryant Becker and husband
are both lawyers practicing in Lexington,
Ky.
Rebecca Waggoner Glass and Mark
have moved back to Danville, Va. She is a
systems analyst for Dan River.
Christie Holland is an assistant professor at the U. of Massachusetts Medical
School.
Anne T ootelian Norris and Rob now
have a new daughter, Katherine Tod,
adopted from Beirut, Lebanon. She was
welcomed home by their daughter, Kara,
age seven.
Nelle Haag Pitman and Mike enjoyed
a cruise to Bermuda with their daughter
Helen in May.
Susan Tarkington Thomas and Peter
are happy parents of adopted daughter
Claire Garth Tarkington
Mary Lib Henry Tomb is a preschool
teacher and an aerobics instructor as well
as mother to Bryan, 13; Jonathan, 10;
Jessica,seven;andjaoob,one.
Ann Wilkerson is now in Illinois and
continues to work for United Airlines. She
and Keith have a new daughter, Lindsay
Jane
Judy Thornhill Brown's latest move
was to Twentynine Palms, Calif., which is
in the Mohave Desert. Husband Steve's
Navy career has kept them on the move
with their two children, Joshua and Susan.
Linda Faglie Johns and husband have
seen life in Texas, Virginia, Georgia, Oklahoma, and now California. They have a
new daughter, Kathryn Lee.
Jim and I are still busy with our three
children: Taylor, eight; Todd, six; and Peyton, four. I am teaching preschool music
and church children's choirs as well as trying to be a PT A treasurer. Please keep in
touch. I would love to hear from you all!

'74
Linda Fmmld Honakn2500 Cromwell Rood
Richmond. Va. 23235
Terry Sue Almarode surprised everyone in
August with joyous news of her marriage
to golf enthusiast Preston Licklider. They
are residing in Front Royal where she is
teaching physical education. Sarah Hopkins
Finley, Don and Catie are doing well as a
family of three! Esther Hopkins Barnes
loves being full-time mother to her three
precious boys. Mary Ann Liggan Riter and
Russ stay busy in Louisa and are especially
proud of second daughter, Meredith Ashley. Russ is pastor of two churches and
Mary Ann is secretary of the Louisa
County Emergency Food Pantry. Ellen
Early Lusk and family and Paul. Stephen
and I enjoyed the "Shorell in August.
Christine Fineswaselectedassistant
secretary of the Life Insurance Co. of Va.
in October 1987. She has been with the
company since graduation
Let me hear from you - next deadline
is April 1, 1988.

'76
Anne Hankins Moore
7116/JirrlynDrive
Springfield. Va.22151

Kay Lambert has changed assignments at
the Metropolitan YMCA of Charlotte to
branch executive of the East Mecklenburg
Family YMCA. Last year she enjoyed an
Hawaiian Islands vacation.
Katherine Potter Thompson is teaching English al the English language Institute in Katmandu, Nepa!. She and John
have also been exploring the Himalayas.
Marsha Garnett Sharpe and Chuck
are living in Montpelier, Va. Marsha is
teaching at Patrick Henry High School in
Ashland, while Chuck is managing their
small business, Montpelier Auto Supply
They have a daughter, Emily Garnett.
Debra Hawkins Woodyard and Steve
are living at Sleepy Hollow Lake, Suffolk,
Va. Debbie taught first grade and kindergarten in Hanover County and Chesapeake. Now she is staying at home with
son,JeffreySteven
Cathy Beane Jett is a reporter in th,..
Lifestyle Section of The Fm Liner-Star and is
a member of the Virginia Press Women.
She has a daughter, Sara Courtney.
Lynn Nelson Welton is working on
her paralegal certification. She has two
children, Phil and Page.
Joan Wilson Devine is fully boarded in
obstetrics and gynecology with full privileges in laser surgery. Joan is currently
taking a sabbatical. Charlie is a partner in
an emergency medical group. They have
two children, Julie and Kate
M issy Buffington Mu rray is director
of human resources at The Narda Microwave Corp. in Hauppauge, N.Y. She and
Bill, R'76, have a son, Brian Gerrard, two
Peggy Lum Watson received a master's in mass communications from VCU in

May 1987. Peggy and Bruce took 20 soccer
players to Germany, Switzerland and Austria last August. Cassie Kennedy Dale traveled with them
C indy Littleton Homer is working at
a community college teaching piano parttime. She also sings in a vocal group, The
Pamlico Sounds. Cindy is publicity chairman for the Community Concert Association and a volunteer for the hospital fund
raising. Cindy has two daughters, Emily
Anne and Sara Elizabeth
Marcia French Lee has two sons:
Shane, three, and Cameron Rogers, seven
months. Jim is an electronic engineer with
Joint Tactical Services of the Defense
Department.
Donna Wirshup Colver resigned as a
work management consultant for Blue
Cross and Blue Shield after six years to
stay home with twins, Joshua Philip and
Amanada Catherine, born Dec. 31, 1986
Steve, R'73, isa territorycaserepresentative forCaseCreditCorp
Cindy Peake-Heath is director of
recreation at Lehigh Resort, Lehigh, Fla.
She and Roy visited her parents in Virginia
in September, then gave a party for old
friends at the Jefferson-Sheraton Hotel in
Richmond, which brought back memories
of WC Junior Ring Dance.
Carol B)'Td Barr is working as a pediatrician at Henrico County Health Department part-time. She and Mark, R'76, have
two sons; Bradley, six and Andrew, three.
Charlotte Houchins Leslie is a pharmacist at Revco in Farmville, Va. She has
two daughters, Alison Rhea and Karen
Denise.
Liza Pitzer Gusler and her husband
have moved into a new house and also
have had their first child, Lewis Pitzer
Gusler, Aug. 10, 1987. After four months'
leave of absence, Liza returned to work as
a teaching curator of the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation.
LeRaye Bwm Bobo is working at
Newburg Middle School in Louisville in a
new program called Dropout Prevention,
which incorporates sixth through eighth
graders. LeRaye and Bruce were married
MarchZI,1987.
Judy Ball Ashley has two daughters,
Karen and Jennifer, six a'ld three. Her
husband Dale is pastor of Pocahontas Bassett Baptist Church.
Jean Hagood Chrismon is staying
busy with son David, three, while Randy is
working with a law practice in Fairfax, Va.
Helen Ellsworth Garamone is a public
affairs specialist for the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers in Washington, D.C. She and
Jim have two children, Peter and Robert
Andrew, three and eight months.
It is with sincere regret that I report
the death of Karen Molony Vierstra,
March 23, 1987. Karen suffered from ALS
{Lou Gehrig's Disease). Our deepest sympathy to her husband, Rick, and their three
children. We will miss her as a cherished
friend and classmate.
I am happy to be back in Virginia after
10 years. My husband, Arthur, is the sales
representative for three divisions of the
Lane Co. in Virginia, Maryland, Delaware
and D.C. I am assisting in managing the
territory as needed and also substitute
teaching.
Please continue to write with your news!

To catch up on some class news·
Cathy A. Lessieu is a stockbroker for
Johnson-Lane-Smith & Co. in Charlotte,
N.C; Margaret E. Wolfensberger is in her
thirdyearofpracticeasa trust and estate
lawyer with Duane Morris & Heckscher in
Philadelphia; Carolyn Nicander is a tax
lawyer in Tampa, Fla.; and Ruth G raninger
T ravis is the manager of Milby's Just Kids
clothing store at the Shops of Willow Lawn
in Richmond.
Keep those cards and letters coming
to either Margaret or me so that all the
class news can berep::,rted. Thanks!

'78
Margaret Ownby Milby
4117 StuarlAvtnur
Richmond, Va. 23221
Misi Campbell, Carolyn Steere Cockrell,

Ann Holt Dickinson, Ruth Littlejohn
Gemmell, Nancy Schroeder Hawkes, Margaret Ownby Milby, Lynn Tabb Will, and
Julie Jordan Wilson served as hostesses at
the Alumni Weekend Luncheon last M,1y.
Pam Vick Leaf is teaching fourth
grade at Tuckahoe Elementary in Henrico
County
Debra Brooke Bigelow is a data collector in the Perinatal Center at a hospital in
Johnson City, Tenn

'84
Hilary Recht Marlin
1502GroveAvrnue
Richmond, Va. 23220
I was married lo Steve Martin on Oct. 31,
1987, in Brookfield, Conn. Steve is the
president of Athey Martin Webb advertising and public relations in Richmond. We
are living in a renovated home in Richmond's Fan district. In our wedding were
Kell y Harless and C hristine McGraw
Many alumnae attended, including Cammie Whisnant Dodson, Edie Thornton
Hartin, An n Ladd, and Susan Bilotta. 1
haveincreasedmyresp::,nsibilitiesatthe
American Lung Association of Va. to
include managing all aspects of communications projects there.
I attended Cindy Eckenrod's wedding
in October and saw Caroline Crawford
Swanson, Dee Shaw, Geri Schumacher,
Amy Heller, Julie Kinitch, Cindy Elliott
W'86, Doug Roger 8'84, Joe Williams R'84
and John Schultz R'84.
Terry Hall Lackey is the sales manager for Conte[ Cellular of Va. in Richmond. Nell Dorsey Preston, 8'83, and
Pamela Elliott, W'8I, are new marketing
representativeswiththecompany.Marie
Blaze Thayer, 8'83, is a marketing rep with
Conte] Cel!ular in Norfolk, Va.
Kim Mills graduated from Villanova
School of Law in May 1987. She is working for a small civil litigation firm in
Philadelphia

'80
)ulieD. Wyatt
641 WestOakdalellJ
Chirngo, l/1. 60657
Bunny Phipps moved to Toledo, Ohio, in
June 1987. She is coordinator of management development for the Toledo Hospital.
In her new position Bunny designs and
conducts training programs for the managers and supervisors of the hospital.
Kay Pangburn is a systems analyst for
American Management Systems in Arlington, Va. Kay lives in Fairfax
Cede Conrad Anderson and husb.md
Robert, 8'80, live in Flower Mound, Texas
Bob was promoted to regional director/vice
president with Chrysler First Business
Credit Corp. and was transferred from
Chicago to Dallas in June 1987. Cecie is
staying home to raise Lauren Ellis, two,
and new daughter Kristin Conrad, born
Julyi3,1987.
Help me keep the class updated on
your latest news!

'82

band E~~,~~/;i~J~~&~le::~,h~:-sh.,

Ruth Craning,,- Travis
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Margarrl E. Wolfenshergtr
345 South 18/h Slrett
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103
Wonderous applause for everyone who
participated in our Fifth-Year Reunion held
in May. Everyone had a great time at the

;~::1=~~~~r:;:~~~Eu~~t~h
works with the Seattle Retired Seniors
Volunteer Program (RSVP) housed in the
American Red Cross building. She is an
administrative assistant . Ben is in real
estate development with Quadrant Corp.
in Bellevue.

~J:,:h~~~'.~~;~~a~i:r~h~t!~;t Dr.
Tenth-Year Reunion is just around the
comer, in May 1992, and we want it to be
"ten" times better than our fifth
During the reunion weekend we did
elect new class officers to serve for the
next five years. They are: president, Terry
Atkins; secretaries, Rulh Graninger Travis
and Margaret E. Wolfensberger; fund
chairmen, Michelle Tait and Paige
Browder . Many thanks go to the past
officers who made reunion weekend so
special: Jennifer Decker, Ruth G raninger
Travis, Renee Trump-Caudill, and
Michelle Tail

moreK;:~t ~~~:n~t~\r ti~u~s :o~~t;~r
the Potomac Electric Power Co.
Linda McBreen lives and works in the
Outer Banks of North Carolina. She's been
on the night shift of WOBR, the Outer
Banks' first radio station, since she started
in 1985. She was recently promoted to
assistant news director and handles the
station's public affairs and public service
as well.
Christine McGraw was recently promoted to assistant account executive al
The Martin Agency in Richmond. Among
her accounts is Signet Bank (formerly
Bank of Virginia).

I

KerriHall isaresearchassislantat
the Institute of Defense Analyses in Alexandria. She received her master's degree in
public administration from American U. in
May 1986. Kerri lives in D.C.
S. Price Riggs, 8'84, is living in Olde
City, Philadelphia, and she is the property
manager of an Equitec commercial property in Marleton, N.J.
Mary Scott Witherington is a fulltime graduate student at VCU studying
museumstudiesandarthistory
Brigette Morillo is a labor relations
specialist for the IRS in Richmond.
Kristen Whitney works for the Congressional Research Service in Washington,
0.C., and lives in Baltimore, Md.
Gillian Martin is a product specialist
in the cash management department of
Sovran Bank in Richmond.
Ellen Cooney and David Marrin, R'84,
were married June 27, 1987 in Philadelphia
Marcie M iller was maid of honor; Ken
Smith, R'84, Tyler Keeney, R'84, Philip
Cooney, R'81, and Alice Marrin, W'89,
were a!so in the wedding. The couple !i11es
in the Washington/Annap::,lis area
Diane Miller and Ted Lowder were
married in August in Hopewell, Va. They
are living in McLean, Va.
Beth Kitchen married Grant Caldwell,
R'84, in September in Richmond. They
continue to live in Richmond.
Thanks for all your notes. Please continue to write with your news!

'86
LJ!la Franco
28 Elm Road
Briarcliff,N.Y. 10510
MissyHarp
2117FloydAve.
Richmond, Va. 23220
Correction from last issue: Amy Leafe
attends law school al U.Va., not William
and Mary
Martha Sutton is the chief rep::,rter
for a small newspaper outside of the Richmond area, Merhaninroillr Wlal . She is living
in Richmond.
Susan Daniel is a nanny in Jerusalem.
Nikki Murray works al the Westp::,rt
Convalescent Center in Richmond.
Kat ey Leck leaches al the Montessori
Pre-School in Minneap::,lis.
Kate Wiss man spent the past year as a
dorm supervisor, leaching stress management and psychology at St. Catherine's in
Richmond. In the fall, she entered the
Princeton Theological Seminary.
Kathy Pratt Gaston manages the La
Petite Academy, a daycare center, in
Norfolk.
Cathy Hicks works for Continental
Insurance as an underwriter
Kelly Wycall Phillips is working on a
master's in computer science, and Beverly
George is working on a master's in chemical engineering,bothat U.Va.
Julia Nenon is teaching in Nepal,
India.
Ci ndy Dale works as an account
representative for Select Services in
Richmond

Patty Clarke is b.ick in Wilmington
working as a systems analyst. Prior to this
she traveled in Alaska and lived in
California.
Sue Ann Kelleher is living in
Washington, D.C, working as a Spanish
interpreter
Susan Carlston works in Washington,
D.C, as a press secretary for a politician
Kathy Horton Sarrett lives in Sanford,
N.C., with husband John, R'85.
Gwen Litchenstein works in New
York City as a systems analyst.
Jenny Andrus was married this spring
and lives in Flemington, NJ
Lisa Le Van has accepted a position
with AT&T and is training in Denver,
Colo.
Cindy Smith lives in Richmond and
works at UR as a library specialist.
Tracy Graham works in New York
City as an assistant for Media Buying
Services.
Karen Bell lives in Richmond and
teaches elementary school in Chesterfield
County.
Darcy Milhaven Strouse married
Greg, R'8J, in April and they live in Richmond. Darcy teaches at the Elwood House.
Jennifer Helton works for a securities
firm in Richmond.
Mary Durgin is in her second year at
the Medical College of Va
Missy Harp is an account executive
for Thompson Everett Advertising in
Richmond
Sandy Neff and Donna M<:Gilvery are
living and working in Boston, Mass.
Eileen Felling completed her master's
in college administration from Va. Tech

and works in Florida.
Katie Owens has recently moved to
the Virgin Islands.
Wendy Silverman is living and working in New York City.
Carolyn Cavallaro works at Shockoe
Slip Cafe, Heidi Skiptunas works at the
Carpenter Center, and Catherine Thomas
manages a clothing store in Sixth Street
Marketplace, all in Richmond.
Please send us your latest news!

MARRIAGES
1960/Nancy Rae Taylor and D.ivid S.
Owen, Feb. 13, 1987.
1976/LeRaye Bunn and Bruce E. Bobb,
March 21, 1987
1978/Mildred Coates and David Hagin,
July 3, 1986.
1984/Eliz.abeth A. Kitchen and Grant
Caldwell, R'84, Sept. 12, 1987.
Hilary K. Recht and Stephen H. Martin,
Oct. 31, 1987
Ellen B. Cooney and David Marrin, June
27,1987.
Diane Miller and Ted Lowder, Aug. 22,
1987.
Cindy Eckenrod and Mark Simerly, Oct.
17,1987.
1985(Tracy E. Gibson and Timothy S
Boone, Nov. 7, 1987.
1986/Beth Lamb and Christopher H.
Berger, 8'86, Sept. 26, 1987.
Marsha Paulson and Scott Landess, R'86,
Sept. 11, 1987.
Kathy Pratt and D.ivid Caston, 8'86, Oct
17,1987.

MOVING?
University of Richmond

ALUMNI SEARCH
If so, please fill in the space shown and attach your
address label from this magazine. Send both to:

University of Richmond MagazineAddress Correction
University of Richmond
Virginia 23173
Keep in touch. We don't want you to miss a single
issue. And remember, by mailing us this form you
can help avoid unnecessary costs.
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BIRIBS
1972/Mr. and Mrs. Johns, (Linda Faglie), a
daughter, Kathryn Lee, April 14, 1987.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith L Wauchope, (Linda
McIntosh), a son, Colin Patrick Kerry,
April 14, 1987.
1975/Mr. and Mrs. William M. Brown 111,
(Suzanne Eden Heffner), a son, William
Melville!V,Ju!yl4,1987.
1976/Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Gusler, {Liza
Pitzer}, a son, Lewis Pitzer, Aug. 10, 1987
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Dean Colver,
(Donna Wirshup), twins, Joshua Philip and
Amanda Catherine, Dec. 31, 1986.
1978/Dr. and Mrs. Timothy Deitrick,
(Roxanne Willey), a daughter. Morgan
Elizabeth,Ju!y 1987.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gianetta, (Betsy
Wacker}, a daughter, Emily Elizabeth, Oct
5, 1987.
1980/Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Anderson,
B'80, (Cede Conrad}, a daughter, Kristin
Conrad, July 13, 1987
1981/Mr. and Mrs. Randolph L. Gordon,
(Kimberly Ball), a son, Matthew Randolph,
May 7, 1987

DEAIBS
1912/Amy Karr Kratz, of Richmond, .i
former teacher of L.itin in Richmond area
public schools, Oct. 15, 1987. A L.itin Scholarship Fund was est.iblished at Westhampton in her honor by niece Katherine Sergeant Newby.
1976/Karen Molony Vierslra, March 23,
1987.
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